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ABSTRACT
An application of the Hartree-Fock method to calculation
of the structure of finite nuclei is presented. The non-
local, separable potential of Tabakin is used as the two-body
interaction. The calculation is carried out by writing the
Hartree-Fock equations in an oscillator basis and applying
the Moshinsky transfo~ation to relative coordinates. The
closed-shell nuclei 010 and Ca40 are considered. Under the
assumption that they are spherical, their binding energy per
particle is found to be -2.41 and -3.73 Mev for 016 and Ca40,
respectively. Possible reasons for the large discrepancy
with the experimental binding (approx. -8 Mev) are discussed.
The single particle energies show better agreement with data,
but have too much spin-orbit splitting; namely, 10.2 Mev for
the 1p states in 010 and 9.96 and 13.40 Mev, respectively,
for the 1p and 1d states in Ca40. Other properties of the
HF solution are calculated in detail: the particle density
and rms radius, single-particle wave functions, effective
potential. Agreement of the rms radius with the ~pirical
values is found to be ve~ good, the calculated 010 and Ca40
radii being 2.38 and 2.96 fermi, respectively, and the wave
functions and density look similar to those obtained by
Brueckner - theory calculations. In the case of 016, correc-
tion for center of mass motion and Coulomb force are calculated;
the Coulomb energy per
6
pa.rtic1e is about 1 Mev. An attempt at
a HF calculation of 01 with the soft-core potential of
Bresse1, Kerman and Lomon has been made, but it was found
that the system does not bind with this potential.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Arthur K. Kerman
Title: Professor of Physics
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I INTRODUCTION
It is desired to calculate the structure of finite
nuclei from fundamental principles by starting out from the
interactions between the individual particles. Quite good
phenomenological two-body nuclear potentials are now avail-
able and could be used in many-body calculations. It is the
purpose of this thesis to carry out one such calculation em-
ploying the Hartree-Fock method.
As yet no complete finite nucleus calculation has been
carried out, with a realistic potential and a minimum ot
approximations, to explain all aspects ot the structure of
finite nuclei. The present work does not presume to be com-
plete either, and tails to describe some properties adequa-
tely, such as the total binding energy. However, it is
shown that other properties of light nuclei can be determined
by the method used in this work.
We begin by considering two-body potentials and methods
of performing many-body calculations.
A. Two-body Potentials
A considerable amount of'datal is now available on
nucleon-nucleon scattering and the two-body bound state, the
deuteron. It should be possible to give a good description
-7-
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of the two-body interaction. Yet, the question is still far
from being completely resolved, and a unique two-body poten-
tial still does not exist. Instead, we have a collection of
essentially phenomenological models, which fit the data to
varying degrees of precision. One hopes that the interaction
may be derived from the more fundamental considerations of
meson t~eory, but these calculations can only be carried out
in low-energy approximations and cannot yet give a complete
description of the two-body potential •. In fact, it is not
clear that a potential description is adequate, even at
energies well below the pi-production theshold. However,
most potential models now use the results of meson theory
to a greater or lesser extent for the outer part of the po-
tential, and leave the inner part to phenomenology.
The most general two-body interaction is a non-local
one, which to be translation invariant, must have the form:
V (...... , ..., .. I r ( ...... ') V (.......,r. ) r;, r•.)r~) = a R - R r Ir ) (l.l)
The relative and center of mass coordinates are defined by
........... -....l. ........r = ".. - rz. , R =- J. (r. -t ra.) , etc • Meson theory indicates
that the correct two-body interaction may be non-local at
short range, but most phenomenological models to date are
local potentials, tor which
(1.2)
(i) Lo,£,alPote,!!tials..:.,We shall first consider
various local interactions2• These may be classitied in
-9-
order of increasing use of meson theory. The first group
may be called phenomenological, though even these depend on
meson theory for the long-range behavior, since they approach
the one pion exchange potential (OPEP) at large r. This
group includes the potentials of Hamada and Johnson3 and
Bressel, Kerman and Lomon2• They usually have infinite re-
pulsion inside some core radius, though in Bressel's potential
the repulsion has a finite strength. The next group is
typified by the boundary-condition model (BCM) of Feshbach,
Lomon and Tubis4• In this, one pion (OPEP) and two-pion
(TPEP) exchange potentials are used outside a small radius
rO (rO=O.7011 ferm! in ref. 4), at which an energy-dependent
boundary condition is specified to fit the high-energy
scattering data. The least phenomenological potential is
that due to Bryan and Scott5, which consists of a series of
one-boson exchange potentials (OBEP). The bosons exchanged
are the pion and 5 heavier bosons, the p ,~, It and two
additional bosons with i-spin 0 and 1 respectively. The
coupling constants of all these bosons are the adjustable
parameters of the model. The theoretical potentials are
used outside r=O.6 fermi; the potential for r(O.6 f is
assumed zero. This is possible in all but the S-states, and
Bryan and Scott do not attempt a fit to S-states with their
potential.
The only local potential we shall use in this work
is that of Bressel, Kerman and Lomon2 (BKL). This is a
-10-
modification of the Hamada-Johnstonpotentia13 in which the
core repulsion is of finite strength. The Hamada-Johnston
potential has the f'orm:
Here v" (i=C,T,LS,LL) are the central, tensor, spin-orbit and
quadratic spin-orbit potentials, defined by:
V, (r) = + 00 , r, Y'c For r > r , we have :c
V, (t') =/A G<; (~. ~)<o; :6&)Y(X)[J + Q,Y(x) +bc. Y2.()()]
V
T
'Y') =~ G-T (r,. t,,) Z ex) [ I+ aT Y C'f) + bT Y 1.(]C)]
Vl.$ (r) =~ G..~ y~(>t) [I + b..£ Y ()()]
l (J(J [ & JVLl. (t"') :: /A Gu..7 I of- aLa.. '< (Jf) + b......Y (K)J
where X =",.r" J ~ being the pion mass in units of' inverse
e->t • 3
f'ermis,y,X) c --;- and 1.(X') = (I+ X ...)(a.)Y (x) andS'l)L...are the
tensor and quadratic spin-orbit operators, respectively,
with the definitions:
S = 3(~,')(a\ .. 'P) -(a- ..~)1'1.. y1.. , ..
= f ~Ll + (~. cT,.)1 (L)& - (t. S)'-
Hamada-Johnstontake the core radius at Xt:.. =~ rC.=0.343 and
~ =139.4 Mev= 0.7065 f'-1. The parameters in (1.4) are
given in Table I.
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In the BKL case, the definitions (1.3) and (1.4) hold, except
( ) _ st stthat now Vi r - Vi for r<rc. The core strengths Vi are
given in Table II. The core radius is Xc = 0.485, and the
pion mass/* has been made charge-dependent. For the n-p
case, ~ (T=l) = 135.28 Mev, ~ (T=O) = 137.20 Mev and for the
n-n and p-p case, ~(T=l) = 139.4 Mev. Because of this, it
is clear that the BKL potential is charge-dependent, but
charge symmetry is preserved. However, in this work, this
charge-dependence was not easily dealt w~th. We have approxi-
mated the BKL potential by a charge-independent one by tak-
inga mean T=l pion mass of~(T=l) = 137.34. The T=O mass
was not changed.
TABLE II
The Core Strengths in the BKL potential. (in Mev.)
r - T=1 T=O
spin singlet triplet singlet triplet
Vc, +648 +436 +648 +500
VT +106 + 99
Va.f. -130 -160
V..... - 46 +224 - 46 +224
(ii) NOB-.!o£.alPotentia1s~ Non-local, or velocity-
dependent, potentials have been considered by various authors.
-1)-
It is readily seen that non-local and velocity-dependent
potentials are essentially equivalent. We write the two-body
Schrodinger equation (after removal of the center of mass),
with a non-local potential:
If the non-locality is reasonably well-behaved, we may ex-
t
pand \f'(Y) about 'r(~) in a Taylor expansion, written 1ht::.the
.... , 004 ..... ,. (JJ.I ~) ..Jl
operator form: ~(~') ::e(r' - ....) Vo/(y) = eT. Y- .P'f(y) ..Thus (1.5)
is
l 4'"
5 -(~'-r).,Then, defining V(rJ~)- V(yJr')e" J,y', we see that (1.5)
is equivalent to the Schrodinger equation with a velocity-
dependent potential:
(1.6)
The most commonly used velocity-dependent potential
is that of Green6 which has the form: V(t'lr)= V(r, + P"UCr) ~ U(Y) pl..
Yamaguchi et al? used a simple separable potential of the
form V(rly') = -XU(r)U(r')" The potential that will be
used in this work will be that of F. Tabakin8, which is a
series of separable terms of the Yamaguchi type:
-14-
~1.. A4
Here, SaM with M= the nucleon mass, III (~) is the eigenstate1i.SJ
of total angular momentumJ, z-camponentM, defined in terms
of the spherical harmonics Y;~'r) (p. 24 of ref. 9) and spin
x ......states .s by:
(1.8)
(1.10)
(1 S m..( M.s lJ'M) is a C1ebsch-Gordancoefficient (p. 37 of
ref. 9); PT is an operator which projects out an eigenstate
T~' ~ \' T"
of total i-spin T, z-projection T3' so that: PTXT, :: dTT, d~T; XT
"" IVThe radial functions '} and h are normally attractive and
repulsive terms, respectively; though in someof the P-states,
.tt,. ac.t:,.vC9
both are either"or repulsive, as shownby the signs of the
VO(. and Vp in Table III. The radial functions are essentially
Yukawafunctions Y (x) {eq. (1.4», or Yukawasmodulated by
sines and cosines. Tabakin gives the form of these functions
in k-space, defined by the Fourier-Bessel transformation:
a-
3' r s (. ,."3T ~
a (~):: J J.l (.A.r) ~ (r) r-- d r .)I.)., 0 ~
JTS
with a similar equation for h.t ,t). Here j.L{.L~) are the
spherical Bessel functions (p. 1573 of ref. 10). With this
definition, the functions ~..t ({) ) h.t (t) are as follows:
eX. ~ Ja.....
~o{.t)= J......a~ J ho{A) = [t.4-cl).+b'J({.L+d)1.+b"]
'DC. ..1 ~ -!z.
'I. (.t). (.4~ ...a"L )/2. ~ hi (.f..) = (,( 1. ... a" )slz
(JJ _ I)(. I..L ~ {. 1-
~.. - [( L- C-)"+4'] l(.{+ c:)'. q'] ) h..~)c [U -Jt+ ~~][(J ...J ') t ,,'J
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;rrs. I .;rr:59~ (..L)::. n..J. ('L)= 0 for -.f. "7 2 and for those states not allowed
by the Pauli principle. The parameters 0(, (!; , a, b, c, d
are all functi ons of 1., J, T, S and are tabulated for all
two-body states 1. ~ 2 allowed by the Pauli principle in
\/ cll.S . 6Table III. In this table, va(.:: - -0:- ' VtJ :a b ' in
Mev. In this way, negative Vo(or Vp denotes attraction and
posi ti ve Vtt4, or V~ is repulsion. In someof the P-states, both
~.i and h.l are repulsion or both attraction.
TABLEIII
The Parameters of the Tabakin Potential
-
~JJl.' s J T state Vt"J. a-I c-' V,
I, -I J-,
(Mev) (r) (l) (Mev) (f) (l)
0 0 0 1 IS -115.9 0.834 235.6 0.801 0.694o.
0 1 1 0 }~SlJDlf -164.7 0.763 10•.3 0.990 0.590
2 1 1 0 -189.3 0.833 2.00 488.9 0.909 0.0
I
Ip I 44.26 1506.01 0 1 01 1 0.741 0.741
1 1 0 1 3PO -267.7 0.714- 1067.0 0.714
1 1 1 1 3p 107.6 0.800 531.2 0.8001
1 1 2 1 3P2 -10.3.7 0.625 -394.5 0.625
2 0 2 1 In -297.1 0.565 0.0 0.02
2 1 2 0 .3D -.389.7 0.725 0.0 0.02
2 1 .3 0 3D3 -143.5 0.714 0.0 0.0
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This potential has been fitted reasonably well to the
two-body data, and a calculation of the energy per particle
(E/A) in infinite nuclear matter has been carried out by
Tabakin8, to first and second order. The first order E/A
saturates at a minimum of -8 Mev at kF == 1.6 f-l; with the
second order tenn included, E/A has a minimum of -14.1 Mev
at tt, = 1.8 f-l. This compares quite well with the empirical
values E/A = -15.75 Mev, kF == 1.5 f-l. One hopes, therefore,
that this potential will be useful for calculating the struc-
ture of finite nuclei.
B. The Many-Body Problem
The many-body problem cannot be solved exactly. In-
stead, studies of complex nuclei have been carried out by
various phenomenological models. The most successful of
these has been the shell mOdelll, with the extension by
Nilssonl2 to nan-spherical nuclei and by the optical mod ell)
to nuclear reactions. These models assume the nucleus can
be described by same sort of potential well (spherical,
spheroidal, or complex for shell model, Nilsson model, or
optical,model, respectively), in ~i~h the A nucleons occupy
the allowed energy:levels and, to lowest order, do not inter-
act wi th each other. In more precise calculations, th e nucleons
in the outer shells are allowed to interact through a relative-
ly weak residual interaction, which is treated in first or
second order perturbation theory. Both the potential well
and the residual interaction are determined phenomenologically
-17-
and adjusted to fit the data. Considerable success in fitting
energy levels and transition rates has been possible with the
shell model14 or Nilsson model and in computing reaction
cross-sections and angular distributions with the optical
modell3•
Still left open, however, is the fundamental question
of the origins or the potential well and the residual inter-
action. In the nucleus, there is no natural center of inter-
action, such as that provided in atom~cphysics by the nucleus
of an atan. The single-particle potential well :Celt by any
particular nucleon must clearly be somesort of average of the
interactions it has with all other nucleons in the nucleus.
The residual interaction between two nucleons must be that
interaction left over after this average effect is removed.
A systematic way of determining such an average is the Hartree-
Fockmethod.
(i) !he Hart!:e!'-E.ock_Method.This method proceeds
from the assumption that, to lowest order, the particles in
the nucleus are non-interacting. The total wave function
of the system. is written as an antisymmetrized product of
single-particle wave£unctions '1'0(.. The single-particle
functions which minimize the total energy of the system are
those which solve the HFequation:
<0< It J ~ > + <t)( Iu I (3) = 6. 0( So( I' (1.11)
(see Section II-A, equations (2.1) to (2.6». Here t is the
-18-
kinetic energy operator and U is the effective single-particle
potential, defined in terms of the two-body potential I'll" by:
A
<~ I U I~> = L. <0< Y II\1"A I,s~> ~
y= , (1.12 )
the summation being over the occupied states.
This method has long been successfully applied in
atomic and solid state physics, but, until now, it has not
been possible to use it in nuclear structure calculations.
There are several reasons for this:
(a) The two-body force has not been very well known until
recently, and. is still not unique.
(b) Most two-body forces which fit the data have been local
potentials wi.th an infinite repulsion inside some core radius.
As a result, all the matrix elements in equation (1.12) are
infinite.
(c) A complete HF calculation is technically difficult and
time-consuming and cannot be attempted without high-speed
computers.
(d) It is not clear that it is permissible to stop at only
two-body forces. Pemaps n-body forces (n~ 3) are important.
However, a'recent calculation by Quangl5 indicates that the
three-body force is not important in low-energy nuclear
structure. It contributes only 140 Kev to the three-body
binding energy of g Mev, and le~s than 10 Kev to the energy
levels obtained in a shell-model calculation with three
particles outside a closed shell.
-19-
't'",lP.J 1'•.) -foo <P.. /p,:) r~)elf ( 4>.. (~) ~ Cr.) - <P.. (y..) ~~( ~») ) (1.13 J
- ~IIi'. - Y.. ~ ~ •
Then ~f and ~~ are related through a K-matrix defined by
OK c.pGC.~ = V"¥"'f. K satisfies the integral" equation:18
(1.14 )
ffl(f) are the states <{>0(I' • The indices ~v indicate occupied
states, (j t"' unoccupied states and 0(. f either occupied or not,
c.oI.p is the energy eigenvalue associated with 't'otp and Eo( is
that for <PC( • Then the effective potential is obtained
.from K by:
(1.15)
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But now, the problem becomesmuchmore difficult, since we
have a double self-consistency problem. Here, {J depends on
the single-particle states CPo(. not only through the matrix
elements ot K (equation (1.15)), but also through the equation
(1.14) tor the K...JIlatrix.
In the case of infinite nuclear matter all the CPc<. are
necessarily plane waves and one of the selt-consistency pro-
blems' (1.1;) does not arise. In this case the calculation of'
K can be carried out. Brueckner and Ganmel16are able to get
saturation ot nuclear matter at an energy of -14.6 Mevand
t, = 1.~2 £-1, by obtaining a self-consistent solution of
(1.14). However, a complete solution for finite nuclei has
not yet been possible. Brueckner, Lockett and Rotenbergl?
solve equation (1.11) using the K-matrix obtained in ref. 16
from a nuclear matter calculation and are able in this way to
obtain the structure of 016J Oa40and Zr90• Their binding
energy is muchtoo lOW'with the K-matrix exactly as in the
nuclear matte~, being -2.02 Mev/particle and -3.89 Mev/particle,
respectively for 016 and Ca40• To increase the binding, they
have to. make rather arbitrary reductions of the core part of
K. With core strength 0.82; of normal value, the binding energy
in 016 is increased to -4.41 Mev/particle. Other quantities,
such as the r.m.s. radius and the single particle energies,
compare favorably wi th empirical values. Amore detailed
comparison will be made in Section IV where the BLRresults
are comparedwith those of this work and wi th experimental
J
,I
(
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data. Nevertheless, theirs is not a completely self-consis-
tent calculation and somedoubt remains as to the validity
of their approximations.
Weshould therefore like to use a two-body potential
that does not have a hard core for ~ich the simpler HF
method is applicable. The potential of Tabakina is one such
two-body interaction. Themajor part of this work uses this
potential. Another potential is that of BKL2,which has sort
cores. This type of potential could also be used in a HF
calculation; hOW'ever,as will be shownlater, the cores still
have too muchrepulsion and the many-bodyproblem does not
bind with simple HFtheory.
(iii) fertur£ali2,n_Tb.eor;[. A third method of solving
the many-bodyproblem is that -dueto Bolsteri, Feenberg20
and Goldhammer21•. Like the HFm~thod, this assumes that the
many-bodywavetunction is a single determinant of single-
particle .functions. But in this case the single-particle
-
functions and the total binding energy are determined by
second-order perturbation theory. The unperturbed Hamiltonian
is the oscillator Hamiltonian, and the perturbation is the
difference between the two-body force and the oscillator po-
tential. In this case, also, it is necessary for the two-
body potential to be non-singular. Thus it has no broader
application than the HFmethod, and is probably less correct
because it is a perturbation method and the perturbation is
not necessarily small. Therefore, we return to the HFmethod
for the calculation in this thesis.
(2.1)
II THEORY
A. The Hartree-Fock EQUations
It is required to find approximate solutions to the
nuclear many-bodyproblem, :for which the Hamiltonian may be
written as:
H = Z t ,: + t L 4"J
" 'i
Here, t,' is a one-body operator, for the nuclear case it is
p/'simply the kinetic energy 1..;" , and N:'j is a two-body inter-
action. Weneglect 3-body and higher interactions. The
ground-state solution 'YD can be obtained from a variational
principle. 't is taken as a single determinant o£ one-particle
states \fer(.:
~ (~) ~(~
\f't.. (~) " ~ (~
\1:J ( ..... -4 I
lor, ..... t"'" J = ~A'.
oJ'" : ( 2 .2 )
't (~) 'f (t:)
" if "
Then the ~ are varied" to minimize Eo = <'¥It .> It 'f.> . There-
tore:
(2.3 )
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The details of the variational calculation will not be pre-
sented here, since they can be found in any book on many-
body theory (Ref's. 18j.22) • The result of this calculation
is that the single-particle states '+'0(. must satisfy the Hartree-
Fock (HF) equations:
Ie
<c( I t ( A > + L <0<: 6' IIlII. 1 f r> :: 6.~ S~p (2.4 )
r t= f
where <~)'IAI'A I P d> :: <0( )' J 4" I ~ r> - < eX )' IN IS ~> ,
and <o<l-t. I~> .. S 1.\': (r,H, lp~Cr,) el P, ~
<oC.~ 111I"1 ra> = ) "l':(~)\f';(r.Vv( Y, r..lr.'r:) ~ (Y.') I/i CY:.) J fa d rLJ r,' J. r:
The second term in (2.4) defines the self-consistent Hartree-
Fock potential:
(2.5)
Thus:
(2.6)
This looks like the ordinary one-body Schrodinger equation,
except that the potential U itself depends on the solution
lfor.. and must be determined in a self-consistent manner. The
ground state energy is then:
-24-
In the present approach to the problem, we assume the single-
particle states ~ can be expanded in a finite series of
solutions 4;" of the 3-dimensional harmonic oscil1ator:*
{2.S}
Here t is the normalized solution of the three-dimensional
isotropic harmonic oscillator:
....
~lJ. is the eigenfUnction of total angular momentum,definedtJ t-
in (l.S); XJ is an i-spin function; and the radial function
'&.
is:
(2.10)
><= p y"', n = 1,2,3 •••• L: (x) is a Laguerre Polynanial (p. 784
M~ .
of ref. 10) am f=T' W being the oscillator frequency. The
energy eigenvalue associated with this state is c..~.:1i e,J (2.. ... --r.l-1J •
The HFe'quations (2.6) then reduce to a finite matrix
diagonalization:
*Here '0( and ~ include angular momentumand i-spin
quantumnumbers: 01.= (tt.lJt'It t'") )~=(HJj ~ 1:- ) where a., H are
radial quantumnumbers.
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where
and
(2.11)
(2.12 )
(2.13 )
The sum on r runs over the occupied states only. Eo is given
by:
E = L CM 11' [ <~t I t J~:> ...t. <A J it l"u,'>]o ,;~ ' l/-flr,. /"" 1""It, (2.14)
Wefurther assume spherical nuclei. Then the sing1e-
olparticle states have good angular momentum,and the CoM are
diagonal in ~ ,j and independent of rn (the z-projection
... ) C C)4of j • Also, if there is no Coulombforce, the ~ are in-
dependent of i-spin ( z- ). Thenwe reWrite (2.8) as:
(2.15 )
There is one equation of the form (2.11) for each "'- and i .
B. The Matrix Elements of V in an Oscillator Basis.
Equation (2.11) requires the matrix elements <~,l t v,,'>
and <A, J U l.;lf,' > . The first of these is easy, since t
Xis just the kinetic energy operator 2.. M and I~> and the
oscillator states, thus:
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(2.16 )i;W lCl. hi i- 1, -i) ) J1, = n,'
(vs.lt(..l,)lH,') = -)( J (.i I I2. ~ '" + I + t) ) H,- tI, 1= I J n = 'KI' .. (111.) J1,')
o J t M, - ft.' I ;:>- I
0(
The second term of (2.11) is more difficult. Since C,M(and
hence f..Ma.~: ) is indep endent of ... and r- and diagonal in
.J. and j we only require:
l < "'I -t I JI "', l."I) "'...l...j .. ", .../:'.. / 4,.. I k"-i, '~I' Jol1', t": ) Vi:1...J. .""...7'"..>
,... ... 't!-J.
Weshall proceed to calculate this quantity, first in general,
then for the specific cases of the Tabakin and the BKLpo-
tentials.
(i) Because of the specific form of the Tabakin force
This is possible because the•
(eq. 1.7), it is useful to expand the two-body states
'" (v.) ~(r,,) in terms of center-of-mass and relative coor-
~, ~a. .
dinate states ~ eft) cp ( r)'t'N rc
4>,M are oscillator states. The Hamiltonian for two non-
interacting particles in a spherical oscillator is:
P,'&. ~ '&.
H +!::.D :: 1:M 2.. M (2.l7)
It is at once evident, it we make the center-of-mass trans-
formation,
(2.18)
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then the Hamiltonian has the same form in these new coordinates:
(2.19)
The solutions of (2.19) have the form ~ (~)th (~) where
N ~
the <p are solutions of a single oscillator Hamiltonian.
These must be related by a unitary transformation to the
solutions <t!(y;) cP (r1.) of(2.l7), having the same energy~, ~ ....
eigenvalue, i.e. 2n+2N+l+L=2nl+2n2+1l+l2• Following Brody
and Moshinsky23, we write this transformation as:
A A
[4? I(~)X <k tC?:')' =L<1-\1) NL.J AlH,.l'JH1.1.; A> [<t? U:M)x ~ (it)' (2.20).. , • "A. .... 1", k1ltll.. ".t Nl- ~ )..
Here l J; indicates that the two states have orbital angular
momentacoupled to A, z-projection ~ •
Using this transformation, we are able to expand the
two-body,states lt1 •.tj, ...,"l"&)~J~J~J\"l'~>interms of states
IWL Mc.JHL oSJ"M J 'tMr> in which the center of mass coordinate
separates out in the function CPNL.~ (It ...) and the two spins
. £,.
are coupled to S which is coupled with the relative orbital
angular momentum.1. to J,M and the i-spins r, and z'a. are
coupled to T,MT• This expansion is derived in detail in
Appendix B. The result is:
(2.21)
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The 3-j, 6-j, and 9-j symbols follow the notation of Edmonds9•
It must be noted that Moshinsky's definition of re-
lative and center of mass coordinates differ from Tabakin's
(eq. 1.1) by factors of 12. But it can be seen from (2.19)
that this is equivalent to replacing M by the reduced and
~
total mass. Since F'M= Ii )RM; ~ R. , etc., (2.19) becomes:
2M is the total mass and lM the reduced mass.
(ii) We can now calculate <-"-N,,,,Ma. i Ai" (,A. '/I,,'>
The details of this are to be found in Appendix C and we
present only the antisymmetrized result:
z: < tI, ~ I j I "'I to, J "a..1.. jL ttf-a. ~ .. J Al",.l 'ft.' ./,' .... I 't.' ) ~.!..f ...j..hf a. r-~>.....r~
~ - ~ Z. A+A.' I .!+s+r)-: ~ (1, .R,') cJ (J',j/) ~(Ht,Hf,') 0 (~.'t:) ('l..j", +1) (-) 2. (1- (-)
)(~:' (u~o(aTI)(l.T+I)(2..\ +')(2.A'~!.><..l/,/I ..j ~JII,t'Jtf,./,jA><w'-C1}IlL jA11\'(,Jh:J.j).;>(2. 22 )
where (2.23 )
~+S+TThe factor !(l-(-) ) is due to the antisymmetrization and
ensures that only those two-body states allowed by the Pauli
principle enter into the sum; since, for these states.J.+S+T
is odd and this factor is one. If~+S+T is even, this factor
is zero and these Pauli-principle violating states do not
-29-
enter into the calculation.
(iii) In the case of the Tabakin potential (eq. 1.7),
the radial integrals F have a simple separable form:
~TS _ [_ G.J'TS ;rTS ""T~:rn ]F - G-HU1 + H .. " H". II'-",t'.I..l' 4..c:""'" 4 (2.24)
where (2.25)
H is defined similarly in terms of h . R~.t (rJ is the oscillator-function (2.10) where, because of the difference between r
and r", , M is replaced by !M. Therefore, p= ~~ and r c2.~ : M~ •
"-'J"T;S1.t (r) are the radial functions in Tabakin's potential. We
shall do these integrals in k-space:
(2.26)
J'TSwhere 9.J. (1...) is defined in Eq. (1.9) and:
...
K...t Ct,) = ~ -t ~ R.. t(rJj..l(ItI') ....d....
o
(2.27)
Because of the simple form of the functi on 9.1.. (,t) and
the oscillator function, all these integrals can be done
analytically. They are in the form of polynomials times
either error functions (3 and D states) or the Bessel functions
KO and Kl (p states), of the variable ya1.. ()'''~~JCl=therange
of the force). This is a number considerably greater than
-30-
one j therefore, the polynomials in (AI. involve large numbers
and these expressions are not too useful for evaluating
these integrals. They involve small differences of large
numbers and accuracy is lost in the computer evaluation of
these functions. It was decided to perform the integrations
numerically on the machine.
(ii) The potential of Bressel, Kerman and Lamon is de-
fined in equations (1.3) and (1.4). The details of the cal-
culation of its matrix elements can be found in Appendix C.
The result is:
Here:
and:
(2.28)
(2.29)
The spin and i-spin operators have been removed from Vt:- and
Vr and evaluated explicitly: <iMT \r, .~...l rMT> ILLT(T-t,) -3 and
<sM.sl~ ,a;.lsloCs)=2.SCs'f/J-3, as shown in (2.28).
if s==o J3"a.t.t' =0
S J = a J" ~ J 3"(;; to I)
Cl.rJ'" .= 2- ) aJ•, )3'-' :f-'j1+' - '2.. a- + I J
~ -2. (J+2.) 3' _ -2. (:1-1)
~t') 3+1:: 2..3'" -t , ) q,.-l/J'-I - 2.;1 ... I )
b.( SJ: ~ du T (Z..5 (.s+I) -3)}L(I...TI) - .t [3'"(.1'+ I)-t(l ft) - S (s+l)f"
(2.30)
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,,')
The .integra1s ~.~i'are evaluated numerically using S~psonts
rule.
c. Iterative Solution of the Hartree-Fock EQuations
We see from (2.22) that we can write:
L. <VI, 1,if ~I. t".; Hl. .Ra.j~"«a. (-l.ll1lA IYI/l, 'J.'ttt.' l', '; ;,,,'./ ..J1. Wta-l'-.>
""1.",-
And, since C:llj) is independent of ~J ~ , the effective
potential (2.12) becomes:
<'flj...e, j,~, "t, J ulw.'..t, 'i,'I>1t,'r/> =r(~~')rlJ:j/)J(Vit,kt,') d(l', l',')
>< ( W., U ii, i,) I w,~)
where (H,IU(I,jJ1Y7/) = L P (!t.jl.) (2..jt,. +/)V(~J~ ~,H,)Ja.JI..)1 ...w~)
It.&. .,~ I /~. " ..
.1..J~
(2.31)
(2.33)
and
Thus, with (2.16), equation (2.11) bec~mes:
There is one NxN matrix diagona1ization for each (1,j.) •
The total ground state energy (2.14) is:
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E :. z:. ~ Jr ~ J,J,) 2. (2.J, +1) [(H,J t (/.)ltl.') + t (H, I U (.l,J,) I If, ')1
o 14, H,' 1"" 'J
..i, j,
(2.36)::L, f...K,' (l.S,) (2.j,f/) [2.. (H. I t(~)I~/' + (HalU(.IJ')Jw')ll
'-. N. ' I 'I • ~
..J I i,
The factor l.(2J. te) comes from the sumon HI, and t, .
These equations hold as long as all j-subshells are
completely filled, i.e: containing 2(2j+l) particles. The
•
equations (2.33) to (2.36) hold also for partially filled
shells, as long as neutrons and protons are assumed equivalent
and we average over the m-substates for a given j. Then, the
only modification is that (2.34) is replaced by:
(2.34a)
where N t.\ (l"jl.) = the numberof nucleons in a given subshell
(.l ..js.) • Nq = ~('l.jL-t1 ) if the subshell is tilled. If all sub-
shells are filled, this clearly reduces to equation (2.34).
The method of solution of (2.35) is as follows: An
initial set C.~(..{;) is chosen, usually C:£.{jJ=J'&c4. From this
(HdU(.(,J',)''-',') is computedaccording to (2.33). This is inserted
into (2.35) and the diagonalization is performed, yielding a
new set of C:Clj). These are recycled through (2.33) for a
new (Hal U(JJ,) /11.') and another diagonalization. At each stage,
EOis computedaccording to (2.36) and the iteration proceeds
until E reaches a constant value. This is done for a numbero
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of values of the oscillator parameter 'I and the minimumin
EOas a function of r is found. The final set of C:(I,J,) are
then the proper expansion coefficients in (2.8), EOis the
total binding energy of the system and the €.(l.f,j, are the single-
particle levels of the nucleus. The self-consistent potential
U ,the root-mean-square radius and density distribution
are all quantities which can be extracted from this calcula-
tion.
Most of this work concerns the 016 nucleus and the
Tabakin potential, and the most detailed results presented
in Section IV are for this system. Howeverthe BKLpoten-
tial was also tried, as well as the nucleus Ca40with the
Tabakin force.
D. Corrections
The calculation so far has considered only the nuclear
force and has not corrected for center-of-mass motion. The
Coulombforce can be taken into account exactly, and an
approxfmate removal of the center-of-mass energy can be made.
Weproceed to describe the way this is done_
(i) !he Coy,l2,mbloo!:.c!.- In the i-spin formalism, we can
write the Coulombpotential as:
r~C,') is the z-component of the i-spin operator ~ of particle
(2.39)
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(c..1)
i: lj't)=+1for protons, -1 for neutrons; N:.. acts only if
both particles are protons. Since ~C.MI) contains the i-spin
th i 1 (CII.,I) 1operators, e matr x e ements ~vt£.l.v- ~.'~>are no onger
independent of the i-spin quantumnumbers l';) ~L • However,
the sumon t'~ can still be done explicitly it we make the
time-saving, but non-essential, approximation that, in cal-
culating V.i u(,Jt,'>, () ~.t1.J1.) is independent of z: . The
I "."a.
details of the calculation are again left for Appendix C,
we present the result here. Tbe matrix element of 1r is
o:rt.s
the same as in (2.22) except that F.."tJ.l' nowhas an additional
term:
(ii) Center of Mass Motion. Weremove the kinetic..... ----------
energy of center-of-mass motion from the total Hamiltonian
H (eq. (2.1». The new Hamiltonian is:
I :. If _ e 1. = Z. 1L ;.f. l. ,u;.. - (~f.y
H 2..MA " 2. M lj J Z.M A
-a _
f1.. p.'p.
-= z.. 'L~ - ? :M), + i. ~ ~'J,. , J ' J
Finally:
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&.
H' - J. z:.~ .. + 1. ~ ~ f,,'j-2,. I. I.J 2. MJ
l J ,'j"
(2.40)
Wesee that the one-body operator ~ t,: has disappeared am
L
a new 2-body operator t Z; :-~"i replaces it. This may be con-
~ ~
sidered as an additional "potentiallf;N;~'H)= ~P~l. J and can
be treated exactly as the nuclear • As shown in
JT.s
Appendix C, this adds an additional term to F..... .i..l' in
equation (2.22).
(2.41 )
(K(eieJl ....) is defined in (2.16). The solution proceeds as be-
fore except that now, in (2.35) and (2.36) the one-body term
(H, It(/,)I tAl). is missing.
III THECOMPUTERP OGRAMS
The calculation separates naturally into two parts.
One part, the most t~e-consuming one, involves the calculation
of the matrix elements L. <.Jk,,Aa. IAr""IA,'A:> according to (2.22);
"' .. t'~
the other part calculates <~{ lA(;u,'>, eq. (2.33), and performs
the diagpnalizations in eq. (2.35). The first part, being
a lengthy calculation requiring little external supervision,
is best done on the LNS7044 computer; whereas, the second
part, requiring close control over number of iterations,
terms in the oscillator sum, data to be printed out, is ideally
suited for the time-sharing system of Project MAC. Both pro-
grams ~ve been written in the FORTRANlanguage and have
been checked out carefully wi th the aid of sample hand cal-
culations. Simplified flow diagrams for these programs are
given in Fig. 1 and 2.
A. The VMX Pro~ram
Evaluation of Eq. (2.22) is accomplished by a program
called VMX. It consists essentially of a series of nested
DO-loops. The outer nests step up the quantum numbers n,
, ..
Ii ji ni{i=1,2) over a range specified in the input data.
The inner nests perform the multiple sum of Eq. (2.22). The
~T"$
radial integrals FM...,.l...l' are evaluated by numerical integration,
-36-
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using Simpson's rule, in a subroutine RADINT. Two versions
of this routine have been written, one for the non-local
Tabaldn potential (eq. (2.24», another for the local BKL
potential (eq. (2.28». In these routines, the radial
functions. Rnl(r), given by sq. (2.10), are calculated by
use of a recursion relation. The recursion relation for
the LI+!(x) is (p. 784 of ref. 10):n
(3.1)
From this, the recursion relation for the Rnl follows, after
multiplication by the normalization constant:
To start this' off, the first two Rnl are needed:
R = (1..)} ["If ('L {i( )'.l.T' e- ~
• ..( 11" J[i:i;ij !
(3., )
Other subroutines calculate the 6-j and 9-j symbols,
using equations given in Edmonds9• The Moshinsky brackets
are read in at the beginning and stored in tables, to be
picked up wen needed. They are previously calculated by a
separate program Which uses a recursion relation given by
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Brody and Moshinsky (eq. (2.13) of ref. 23), starting from
tabulated values of <~~.) NLjAI o.t'J o.ia.j A> •
The smns on J and j3 are done separately for 5=0 and
8=1. If' S=l, the equation (2.22) is used. If 5==0,the sums
on J and j3 can be done explicitly because ot the simple
.forms of the 6-j and 9-j symbols with one zero9:
[
' .J.jJ, ~, 1-
~z.. J~ f ::
JJ, ).. 0 [
j, .1, fl
1~j3. A J
Then (2.22) reduces to:
V ( I • ., I ..tt-T) r::::..t TO (2.. A -I J) ~ J, 1, f 1tl,J, ....w,';.lz..Jl.YI.M ..')= L 2:.(1-(-) I HIf''''.I. 2-(t...L+t} t.Jl.jl. A~
x <M1;NL j'\ I H,J,) H~/.jA> <\111,/) I\i L,j,{/ n~ .l'J J1/Ii.j).> (3.5)
+ (.s ::, t~ ~ &41)
The number of these matrix elements that need to be
computed is greatly reduced by the use of the symmetry
properties of V:
(3.6)
Still, a rather large number of these are required; 222 of
them for ..ti = 0,1, ni ~:3, and it takes 16 minutes machine
time for one such set.
, the radial wave functions;
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B. The HFPro~ram
The actual solution ot the Hartree-Fock equation
(2.35) is performed by the programHF, using time sharing
on Project MAC. Thematrix elements calculated by VMXare
first read in and the calculation is started off by choosing
an initial set of coefficients C...: • Usually, C~ Clj) = J.t"
«
but provision for other forms of initial G~ is included.
Then (~,IU(..tiJ,)ln,') is computedaccording to (2.33) and
(Wllt(-i,) (Vf.') according to (2.16), and the.matrix (H.lt+ull1/)
is diagonalized for each " J'J • This yields a new set ot
C:(J,J,) which initiates the next cycle. At each step in the
•
iteration, the single-particle energies ca...t'J~ ' the total
energy EO (eq. 2.39) and the rms. radius J<r"';? are printed,
where
Then, the computer pauses and asks the operator if more
iterations are wanted. WhenEOno longer varies signifi-
cantly from one step to the next, the iteration. ,is stopped.
If so, provision is included to print out (it desired) the
Cotfinal set of coefficients . ~
(3.8)
and the particle density (see Appendix D):
proton
(3.10)
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p (~)::: L- tt,:» (y) ~ (~)
,M.
= fn. <= (2..j+l) R ..~ (!""J t).... (/j)
~J""' r II
Provision is also .included to print out any or all of these
quantities at each stage of the iteration, as well as printing
(KdU{.l,jJ}IH.') and the non-local effective potential U (rl y')
either at each stage or at the end only, it so desired.
The non-local potential is:
Koot A J rif '" I)
/ J (-' Ir" = L. M J • (v) '~ .1 ~ Y Ut;" (rJ Y')
lit yo J ..lj* l" I:t -a.J .J. .::oJ
I
R (~ R~~(~
u..Lj(r)Y") =!; M~ ~ (111!.tUj)/I1') r'
If the Coulombforce is included, the neutron and
states are considered separately in the diagonalization, and,
besides the rms. radius, the charge radius is also calculated.
A great deal of flexibility has been madepossible in
this programbecause of the close interaction between program
and operator in using the time-sharing techniques.
1
!
I
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Fig. 1. Simplified Flow Diagram for VMX.
Read 1'1osbinskybrackets.
RADINT,
x-rs
compute F;,"".tJ'
Initialize M. bracket look-up.
VMX=O
Initialize loops for sums on ~ ,1,L,n,N, r ,l',n'.
Rind M. brackets,
use M. bracket symmetry rules to determine phase.
TERM.. ('L~ +, )(z.A'+,) x brackets x SUM
All done
Punch all ~~ elements
for use in BF program.
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Fig. 2. Simplified Flow Diagram for Er.
Read ¥ and. V11Xelements.
Read states l1j1 ' no. occ. n, and total
no. (N) in expansion.
Calculate A and print.
(See bottom of
next page.)
term in EO and (r2>
(n, IU (l,j,)ln,').
Print no. of iterations,
Read control words K1-K9 for options.A
B
(next page)
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Calculate and print Ralj(r)
ITER = ITER + 1
Print ITERand ask if continue.
Print C~, Ralj(r), p (r) and final EO' rrms'
(Ylt U(lj)1 n') .> ()...lJ (V'/rl)) if desired.
returns to beginning
after making these changes.
Control words.
T
name action if' not zero.
K1 Input ini tial C~(l,j).
12 Print ~ after each iteration.
K3 Print (Y1llA{.lj)~/) after each iteration.
K4 Prin t U.tJ (r, r)after each i tera tion.
K5 Print Ralj (r) after each i tera tion.
K6 Noiterations, just compute Eo, C'-' I u I If'») UJJ,(yJv') •
Iq C.m. effect included.
KB Coulombforce included.
K9 Print fer) after each iteration.
IV NUMERICAL RESULTS
The Hartree-Fock calculation was carried out in con-
siderable detail for 016 with Tabakin's potential. Less
complete calculations for Ca40 with Tabakin's potential and
for 016 with BKL's were also done. The detailed results of
these calculations are presented in Appendix A.
We first consider the results obtained with Tabakin's
potential for 016 and Ca40•
A. ~indin~ Ener~y and Sin~e-Partic1e Levels
The total ground state energy EO in 016 and Ca40 is
shown in fables IV-VIII. The results for the binding energy
per particle EO/A are summarized and compared with other
ca1cu1ations19,2l,24 and experimental data25 in Table IV.
As can be seen, the binding energy obtained in this calcu-
lation for 016 and Ca40 is only 0.30 and 0.43, respectively,
of the experimental value. BLR19 with :thefull core con-
tribution do no better than this, but the other calculations21,24
come much closer to the empirical binding energies. Discussion
of the possible reasons for this large discrepancy will be
reserved for the next section. Tables V and VI and Fig. 3
and 4 show the behavior of EO as a function of r = Jh
(the oscillator radius), and N (the number of oscillators)
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for 016 and Ca40, respectively. The minimumfor N=3is at
r =2.8 f2, EO=-38.47Mevfor 016 and at r =3.12 f2,
EO-149.10Mevfor Ca
40*. The sensitivity of EOto y de-
creases as N increases. The oscillator expansion seems to
converge well; in 016 going from N=3to N=4adds less than
1Mevto EO. It would be useful, however, to carry the
calculation out to at least one more term.
In the case of 016, the Coulomband center of mass
corrections on Eo were calculated and are shownin Table VII.
The kinetic energy of center of mass motion can be de~ermined
from the difference between Eo with and without the c.m.
calculation. Thus Ecm==~2.~:>=15.47 Mev. This is really
not negligible compared to EO. The Coulombenergy comes from
the difference in EOwith and without Coulombcorrection,
and is seen to be ECoul=l5.30 Mev. Wecompare this with the
3 e~~(~-l)
value obtained from the formula ECoul=i R ' which
.L
holds for a uniformly charged sphere, radius R=l.3A- f.
For 016, R=j.276, Z=8 and ECou1=14.77Mev. It turns out that,
in 016, the Coulomband c.m. corrections cancel each other
out.
The convergence of the iterative method was investi-
gated by starting the 016 calculation, for N=2, y =2.4 f2,
with four different initial sets of C: : c.::: dHa (the
"normal" set), c.::z fi; ,c:: = dN_"+1 J A and C: =0. The
"normal" set C: = S"t\ 4 gave the fastest convergence, as is to
*The Ca40minimumwas obtained by fitting a parabola
through the three points, y=2.4, 3.75 and 4.0 f2, calculated.
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~be expected, since the final c~ after iteration still has
only small off-diagonal components. Yet, all four starting
points converged to the same final value of EO after less
than 12 iterations.
The single-particle energies in 016 and Ca40 are shown
in Tables IX and X, respectively, and are compared ~th other
calculationsl9,24 and the data. The data is taken from
(p,2p) experiments28 for proton states and stripping re-
actions29 for neutron states. The energy of the highest
occupied state can also be determined from the separation
energy-30 of a single particle from that nucleus. A "direct"
calculation of the single-particle and single-hole energies
in 016 was carried out by computing the self-consistent
total energy Eex of the A+l (for particle states) or A-I
(for hole states) system, where the one particle was added
the Eex for these
should be the
Any discrepancy be-
to the ldf ' 2st ' ldl or removed from
states in turn. The difference between
states and Eo for the ground state 016
corresponding particle or hole energy.
the lSJ, Ip.!,;lp.!
J. ::.. a.
tween these energies and those obtained from the diagonali-
zation in 016 is the rearrangement energy for the system.
These results are shown in Table XI. As can be seen, the
agreement is remarkably good, except for the deepest hole
states.
In a similar manner, it is possible to calculate
excited particle-hole states in 016, assuming that these
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are still spherical. They are given in Table XII. It is
seen that they are all much higher than the low excited
states in 016• The lowest excited 0+ state must be 2p-2h
or 4p-4h, but, since it is at 6.05 Mev, far below the lowest
2p-2h state, it is necessary to introduce residual inter-
actions or departure from spherical symmetry26 in order to
describe this state. The particle-hole energies, however,
compare well with those determined from experimental data
by Brown, Casti11ejo and Evans27, but are all somewhat
higher, the discrepancy increasing with excitation energy.
We find that the single particle energies tend to be
more spread out than those obtained by other methods or from
experiment -- the lower states are too low and the higher
ones too high. In particular, the (i.s) splitting between
the pl and p~ states and the dE and d~ states is too large.~ L ~ ~
For 016, we find 6.:€I,i-Cr,.!:?IO •.2. Mev, whereas the empirical
"\Ta1ue29 is 6. =6.16 Mev. For Ca40, ~, =9.96 Mev and
A~= Gad} - Eu!, =13.40, Mev compared to the empirica129
~ ~ .
.6. =1.8 Mev, ~l.. =7.0 Mev. This may be a feature of the
Tabakin potential, but we~ust wait for a HF calculation
with a different two-body potential to be sure. It is not
possible with the Tabakin potential to make a unique separation
of V into central, tensor, spin-orbit and quadratic spin-
orbit terms. Therefore, no statement can be made about the
.. ~
origins in the two-body force of this large (1.5) splitting.
Another investigation of the spin-orbit splitting can be
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made by starting out with different initial C:llj) for the
j=l+l and j=l-l states, to see if this has any effect on the
final splitting obtained. This was tried with the p-states
in 016 (y =2.4 £2, N=2). For the lp! we took C: (IJ~:) = d.,.«
-a.
but for the IPt we had ~(l,i) =0.98459, C~(1,i)=-0.17297,
C~(1,i)=0.17297, and c:(1,i)=0.94205. These are the values
appropriate for the expansion of the oscillator function for
'( =3.0 f2 in terms of functions with Y~2.4 f2. The
opposite choice was also tried, c:(l,i)= f..«, C: (l,~) as
given for the lPl state above. The results are shown in
~
Table XIII. As can be seen, the same final splitting resulted
in all three cases.
B. Wave Functions and Density
After a sufficient number of iterations have been
performed, the single particle wave functions ~~ are de-
«termined from the final set of coefficients C~ , by sub-
stitution into equation (2.8). These coefficients for 016
and Ca40 are given in Tables XIV and XV, respectively.
From these, the radial functions Ralj (eq. 3.8) have been
calculated and are given in Tables XVI and XVII and plotted
in Figures 5 and 6. These functions look very s~ilar to
those obtained by BLRl9. The lpiand lp! wave fUnctions
&
differ significantly, as do the ld £ and ldl functions.
1.. 1.
This is consistent with the large spin-orbit splitting and
indicates that the tensor force does have a significant
effect on the single-particle states.
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"From the C.... , we calculate the density of particles
in 016 and Ca40 and the charge density in 016 (eq. 3.9).
These are shownin Tables XVIII and XIXand Fig. 7 and 8.
Again, the comparison wi th BLRis favorable. Wealso cal-
culate the root-mean-square radius (eq. D.6) and the charge
radius. A summaryof these results and comparison with
other calculations19,2l,24 and the data from electron
scattering experiments3l is given in Table xx. Tables XXI
and XXII show the behavior of the rms radius in 016 as a
function of y and N and the rms and charge radius with and
without the center of mass correction. It is seen that the
removal of the center of mass motion decreases the rms radius.
This is reasonable, since motion of the center of mass tends
to spread out the mass and oharge distribution of the nucleus.
c. Effective Potentials
The matrix elements (~l£t (.tJ'llh') of the effective potential
in oscillator states are shown for 016 and Ca40 in
Tables XXIII and XXIV,respectively. Since (~lkl..tJ.)hc,);:(.,.II{,.(lJJ'Jb'),
. t ..
only the n ~ n values are shown. From these, the non-local
potentials U~J (V")yl) (eq. 3.10) have been computed and
are given in Table XXVand plotted in Fig. 9, for 016,
¥ =2.4 ~2, N=3. Since l,(~j (r',v' J : UiJ'( ~ y), ~nly the r ~ r values
are given in Table XXV.
The two types of local approximations, the static
U(r/p=O) (eq. D.B), and the "integrated" Ve(!(r+r'»
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obtained by integrating on (r-r') (eq. D.1.4), have been cal-
culated tor y =2.4 t2, N=3in 016• They are given in
Tables XXVIand XXVIIand plotted in Fig. 10 and 11. They
- Vo
are comparedwith the Woods-Saxonwell V(y)= eClC.'t"-R.) + J '
appropriate32 for 016: Vo=-45 Mev, ()(..=1.15 r1,
•RO=1.3!i =3.276 t. It is obvious that neither ot these local
approximations is anything like the Woods-Saxonwell. The
static approximation is 2-3 times as strong near r~O, and is
shorter range, since it has a Gaussian, rather than an ex-
ponential, tail. The "integrated" approximation has a very
strong repulsion (+1.4 Bev) near r+r'~O,becomesstrongly
attractive (-270 Mev) at ll(r+r t )1 =1.4 f, then dies downto
zero faster than the Woods-Saxonwell. It is not clear
what meaning, it any, either of these local approximations
has. What is really needed is the local potential giving
the same single particle wave functions and eigenvalues.
SuCha calculation has not been carried out in this work.
D. Results with the BKLPotential
The 016 calculation was attempted using the BKL
potential. With this potential it was found impossible to
get the system to bind, i.e.: to get EOnegative. Even
though the infinite cores of Hamada-Johnstonhave been re-:"
placed by tinite ones, the core repulsion was still too
strong in the S-states. The S-state radial integrals
~TS tF (1=1 =0) were all positive numbers, dominated by the
h"'.(..t'
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core repulsion, whereas wi th the Tabakin potential they are
negative. These are the dominant terms in the calculation
of the matrix elements of 11r. As a result, these matrix
elements were all positive, and hence the effective potential
was positive, not permitting bound states. The results are
shownin Tables XXVIIIto xxx.
For y =2.4 f2, H=), on the first iteration, when only
the lowest oscillator entered in, EO=45l.3l Mev, rrms=2.324 f.
After 4 iterations EOwas reduced to 147.05 Mev, still un-
bound, and r =).625 f -- muchtoo large a radius. Therms
very large reduction in EOand increase in rrms cameabout
by addition of large proportions of the higher-n oscillators.
In the 'I =2.4 f2 case, after 4 iterations the coefficients
. I I I
for the lsi"state were; C. =0.80, C~=-O.54and 03=0.25.
I
In the case C?fthe Tabakin potential, C,accounts for nearly
I
all of the a=l wave function (Table XIV(b»: 0, =-0.997,
I IC =-0.074 and C =-0.015.~ &
Since the trouble camemainly from the S-states, a
calculation was done in ~ich the Tabakin potential acts in
the S-states and the BKLpotential in all other states. In
this case the nucleus did bind, Eo was negative, but less so
than with only the Tabakin potential, EO=-lS.04Mev. (See
Table XXVIII) It seems that the core repulsion is too strong
even in the P and D states.
The single particle energies with the BKLpotential
are given in Table XXIX.
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With the BKLpotential, the separation of central,
tensor, spin-orbit and quadratic spin-orbit forces is easy.
Therefore, a search for the source of the spin-orbit splitting
of the p-states was made. The calculation with the BKL
potential was done setting GT=O,then GT=F 0 but GL8=0and
GLS=Gr,L=O.It was found that with GT=O,there was very
little effect in the (i.a) splitting, but with GL8=0the lPf
and lPl states were exactly degenerate. This seems rather
a.
surprising since Goldhammer33finds that the (l.a) splitting
comesfrom the tensor force. However,his two-body potential
has no spin-orbit force. If there is to be any spin-orbit
splitting, it can only comefran the tensor force. The fact
that, for Gf9FOand GLS=O,the splitting is exactly zero is
still hard to understand. It seems as if the tensor force had
no effect, since even EOis not affected by setting GT=O.Yet,
with the Tabaldn potential, the:l tensor force appears to have
a large effect, as indicated by the large difference in the
IpI and lpJ wave functions. This seems inconsistent,- though
a. &
the exact contribution of the tensor force cannot be evaluated
with the Tabakin potential. No conclusion should be drawn
from this because, clearly, the BKLpotential cannot be used
in a HFcalculation since it does not bind the system. It
is necessary to carry out this investigation with a potential
which does enable the many-bodyproblem to bind, and in which
the separation of tensor and spin-orbit force is possible.
V DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Binding Ener~
The quantity showing the most discrepancy between
this calculation and experiment is the total binding energy.
Both the 016 and Ca40 calculations give less than one half
of the empirical binding. The Ca40 case "isa little better
than the 016 one. It is necessary to consider the possible
reasons for this disagreement. One reason may be that the
Tabakin potential is not a sufficiently realistic ~wo-body
interaction. This was why the BKL potential was investigated,
but it gave no binding at all by the HF method. If we con-
sider Tabakin's first-order nuclear matter calculation, we
see that this gave 8/15.75=0.51 of the empirical binding
of nuclear matter. This is still considerably better than
the 0.30 ratio for 016• If may be that this can be explained
by the assumption that the Tabakin potential is better for
nuclear matter than for finite nuclei. Since the HF equations
come from a minimization principle, it is clear that any im-
provement of the calculation must increase the binding (make
EO more negative). In particular, relaxing any of the con-
straints imposed on the 't'~ by the assumption of spherical
nuclei should lower EO.
On the other hand, it may be that the HF method
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cannot give any more total binding energy than that calculated
here. This is seen by writing equation (2.7) in another form,
using (2.6):
A
Eo = 1:- [<y I t Ir> + i:<~ Iuly>]
a--='
= i l. c:r -+ { z.. < r I t Ir>
~ ~
(5.1)
Both terms in this expression are experimentally determined.
c6r are the single particle energies, using Gottshalk's28
results:
1L 6~ = !(4 x(-34) +8 x{-18) +4 x{-13» = -166 Mev. (5.2)
lr
l..<r-161)") is related to the rms radius, since, assumingy
f.....: t..., (the off-diagonal elements being small), we have for
016:
! L < r I t Ir> = ..! Z. .c"L hi- -l -i) ~
'2.. )' 1.. Jt..( 1-
= !(4 x 1 + 12 x 2.)1;W = 18 Lz.w
222..
'RW
'2..
value:
is proportional to the rms radius. Using Gottshalkts
kw =8.0, we have
2.
t [. (yl t \~>= 144 Mev (5.4)
r
Thus, EO = -166 + 144 = -22 Mev. We do better than this,
probably because of the off-diagonal pirt of f) ,and
'""'
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the fact that Gottshalk's 6~ are proton energies; the neutron
energies would be lower. It seems that, if the er are to be
identified with the empirical single particle energies and
the interpretation of the (p,2p) experiments is correct, then
the HF method cannot possibly give the correct EO. Or, on
the other hand, if it gives the correct EO' it cannot give
the empirical single-particle energies.,
B. Conver~ence
Three separate convergence problems arise in this
work: (i) The convergence of the iterative solution of (2.35)
for a fixed N and Y •. (ii) The convergence 'of the os-
cillator series (2.8) as N increases. (iii) The convergence
of the HF basis.
Convergence (i) is dismissed easily. It is clear
from Table VIII that the iterations converge to the same
EO very rapidly and independently of the starting point.
The convergence of the oscillator series is indicated
by the results in Tables V and VI and Fig. 3 and 4. Never-
theless, one cannot be assured of the convergence of an
infinite series by looking at the first 3 or 4 terms. More
terms should be tried, but the machine time and storage
space required goes up drastically with N, and N greater
than about 5 is impractical. One cannot be sure that the
5th term is not very important, nor can one dismiss the
possibility that each of the next 50-100 tenns adds !or !
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Mev to the binding. It maybe possible to find some simple
approximation wi th which the effect of higher terms can be
estimated.
The HFmethod is essentially a first-order calculation
of EO' the second and higher order terms must give enough
additional binding in 016, to bring EOdownto the empirical
value of -127.7 Mev25, i.e.: higher order ef£ects must give
-89.3 Mev. This is a large amount compared to the total
binding energy and it appears that the convergence of the
HFbasis is very poor. However, one must consider what the
zero-order energy is. It is not zero Mev, but the kinetic
energy of A particles, or: l<rltlr> =288Mev, £rom (5.4).
y -
The first-order HFcalculation added in the effective poten-
tial and brought the total energy downto -38.4 Mev, a total
change of -326 Mevfrom the zero-order energy. Comparedto
this, the total higher order contribution must be less than
1/3 of the first order contribution, indicating good conver-
gence. This argument does not guarantee convergence. The
second order term can still be large, even greater than the
first order one, and all higher order tenns can be large
and still sum to the required -89 Mev.
c. Single Particle Ener~ies
The single particle levels campare reasonably well
wi th the experimental ones, but are more spread out. In
016, the 1sj level is too low, the 1p~ too high, and the
~ ~
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(2s,ld) shell is not bound at all, whereas experimentally,
the1ds and 2s.,!states are bound. Likewise in Oa40, the
'i. ~
2sJ, Id) states are too higb and the 2p states are not
~ 1-
bound at all. In both nuclei, the spin-orbit splitting is
much too large. These discrepancies are difficult to ex-
plain at this stage. They may result from use of the
Tabakin potential, or they may be a feature of either the
oscillator expansion of the HF equations. More thorough
investigation is required.
D. Root Mean SQuare Radius
The calculated rms radius for both 016 and Ca40 1s
smaller than the experimental value, but not too far wrong.
The 016 charge radius is only g.4% smaller and the Ca40 rms
radius 16%. The Oa40 charge radius was not calculated, but
it should be larger and closer to the experimental value.
In both cases, the values of the rms radius are slightly
better than those obtained by other calculationsI9,2l,24.
The discrepancies are small enough that one might expect
higher order corrections to account for them easily.
In summation, the results of this calculation are
encouraging enough to stimulate further investigation of
the HF method applied to nuclear physics. Other potentials
and other nuclei should be tried. Ways of relaxing the
constraint of spherical nuclei should be investigated.
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There is hope that the complications of Brueckner theory
need not be brought into low-energy calculatims in nuclear
structure, but that the simpler HFmethodwill be found
adequate.
APPENDIX A. DETAILED NUMERICAL RESULTS
See pages 5 and 6 for index of tables and figures.
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Table IV Comparison of Eo/A (lt1ev/particle) for 016, Ca40 with
other caloula tions and data.
Nucleus 016 Ca40
This work -2.41 -3.73
BLR19, core 0( =1.0 -2.02 -3.89
oontribu tion (~ =0.825) ( ~=O.9)times 0( ex <1.0
-4.41 -6.12
Masteraon24
..
& Lockett -6.55
Goldha.mmer21 -8.07
data.25 -7.98 -8.55
Table V Eo for 016 in l-1ev.
~
1 2 3 4
2.0 -29.39 -33.04 -36.98
2.2 -32.53 -34.04 -37.71 -38.45
2.3 -33.18 -34.29 -37.96
2.4 -33.40 -34.41 -38.17 -38.50
2.5 -33.28 -34.40 -38.32
2.6 -32.89 -34.29 -38.41 -38.52
2.8 -31.57 -33.78 -38.47
3.0 -29.78 -32.98 -38.37 -38.50
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Table VI Eo for ea40 in Mev.
~
1 2 3
2.4 -136.85 -142.96 -147.36
;.12* -149.10
3.75 -121.23 -134.89 -147.74
4.0 -113.10 -129.61 -145.71
* Minimum obtained by quadratic interpolation.
Table VII Effect of Coulomb and center of mass correotions on
() 16 2Fu Mev for 0 , y ::2.4 f •
N no Coul with Coul, wi.th c.m., with Coul
or c.m. no c.m. no Caul and c.m.
1 -33.40 -18.01 -46.36 -30.97
2 -34.41 -19.15 -47.66 -32.07
; -38.17 -22.87 -53.64 -37.89
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Table VIII Convergence of Eo (Mev) for 016, ;r .2.4 r2.
number (C:t= d~o. (C;)o:: $:,~ (C:)D = d: (C:t= S"-M~Jq (C:)o :: 0
of
iterations N=3 N=2 N=2 N=2 N=2
0 -33.3998 -33.3998 221.1752 466.1509 0.0
1 -37.5872 -34.2989 -15.1510 8.4314 9.3877
2 -37'.9611 -34.3904 -30.5051 -22.9019 -10.1856
3 -38.0802 -34.4048 -33.2387 -28.6824 -19.1776
4 -38.1297 -34.4084 -34.0046 -31.3945 -25.0995
5 -38.1519 -34.4097 -34.2595 -32.9048 -29.0636
6 -38.1621 -34.3524 -33.7013 -31.5561
7 -38.1668 -34.3877 -34.0916 -32.9895
8 -38.1689 -33.7437
9 -34.1116
10 -34.2809
11 -34.3556
12 -34.3876
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Table IX Single particle energies in 016, in Nev.
I 2This work (~ =2.4 f , N=3)
datalWJ.th c.m. BLR19
state normal correction*
neutron proton neutron proton neutron proton neutron proton
1s.!.-48.72 -41.88 -46.62 -40.73 -44.3 -39.6 -34:1;3.5
t.
1P! -19.65 -14.71 -17.85 -13.53 -19.0 -14.6 -21.81 -18t2.5
J
1P.! -9.45 -5.83 -6.38 -3.40 -14.9 -10.7 -15.65 +-13-2
1 (415.60) (-12.11)
1d.r 2.31 -5.02
i
2s.!. 6.12 9.38 10.35 12.95 -4.15
2-
1d3 10.74 0.93r
* The s.p. energies here are referred to the o.m. kinetic energy as
f'L
zero I Ecm=(iMA)=15.47 Mev.
# The bracketed quantities are the separation energies from ref. 30.
Table X Single particle energies in Ca40, in Mev.
This
work 2
:BLR19
r.1asterson&
datalstate (J' =3.75f Lockett24
N=3)
neutron neutron proton neutron proton neutron proton
1sJ. -71.53 -70.1 -60.0 -48.7 -41.4
.l
1p.! -45.12 -44.7 -35.1 -34.0 -26.7
2-
1P.!.-35.16 -38.6 -29.2 -30.4 -23.2z.
1ds -21.22 -20.6 -11.6 -17.5 ~10.3 -22.8 -14.5'1
2s.!. -13.23 -16.0 -7.3 -14.8 -7.6 -18.4 -10.6a
1d]. -7.82 -13.4 -4.9 -12.6 -5.5 -15.8 -8.3
z. (-15.98) (-8.34)
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Table XI Comparison of the single particle energies obtained
"directly" wi th~.theeigenvalues for 016, 't =2.4 f2, N=3.
Total Excitation Eigenvalue Rearrangement
state * energyenergy energy
E.o../. J"
~ Eex I C.aLi - E~.()
(~iev) (Mev) (Mev) (Ilfev)
G.S. -38.169 0.0
(1s£)..1 3.334 -41.503 -48.720 1.211
(1Pl )-1 -20.289 -17.880 -19.648 1.768
~
(1p.! )-1 -28.807 -9.362 -9.446 0.084
L
1d !r -36.252 1.917 2.309 0.392
i
2s.!. -32.682 5.487 6.116 0.629
1-
1ds -27.628 10.541 10.738 0.197
i'
* Eex=t(EQ(l,j)-EQ(G.S.», the plus being for particle states,
the minus for hole states.
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Table XII Particle-hole states in 016, r =2.4 f2, N=3.
~is work Brown,
Castillejo
state Total Exci tation and difference
energy energy 'Evans27
(Hev) (:r.lev) (Mev) (Hev)
G.S. -38.17 0.0 0.0
(1Po!)-1 (1d.r) -25.14 13.03 11.45 1.58.. z
(1p.!)-1 (2S1) -23.03 15.14 12.32 2.82
2. z.
(1Pi )-1(1df) -18.13 20.04 16.53 3.51
(1p~)-1 (1d.f) -17.09 21.08 17.59 3.49z 2-
(1Pi)-2(1dl)2 -9.69 *28.42 22.90 5.52
(1p.!)-2(2sJ)2 -8.93 29.24 24.64* 4.60z. z.
(1p.1)-2(1dl)2 1.37 39.54 33.06* 6.48
%. z.
(1p.l)-2 (1d5)2 2.08 40.25 35.18* 5.07
z.. %.
(1p~)-4( 1d{)4 26.71 64.88 45.80* 19.08
* 'lhe2p-2h and 4p-4h states were obtained from the 1p-1h states in
ret. 27 by multiplication by factors of 2 and 4, respectively.
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Table XIII Investigation o~ 1PJ-1p~ splitting in 016,
1'=2.4 £ , N=2, neutron states.
no. "normal If ini tial Ca 1p~ state as r=3.0 1Pl state as r=3.0n z. zof
iter. ~ (Hev) ~1(Mev) Eo (Mev) ~1 (Mev) ~ (Mev) ~1 (Mev)
0 -33.400 -24.648 -28.162
1 -34.300 10.348 -33.515 12.915 -33.686 10.561
2 -34.390 9.332 -34.313 9.053 -34.211 11.254
3 -34.405 9.766 -34.398 10.241 -34.339 10.306
4 -34.408 9.693 -34.409 9.777 -34.383 10.241
5 -34.410 9.770 -34.410 9.896 -34.400 10.042
.
Table XIV(a) C:(l,j) in 016, d-'=2.4 £2, N=2, neutron states.
1 j
~
1 2
1 0.99913 0.04171
0 i
2 0.04171 -0.99913
~
1 0.99980 0.01984
1
2 0.01984 -0.99980
1 -0.99828 0.05869
1 t
2 0.05869 0.99828
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Table XIV(b) C~(l,j) in 016, r=2.4 £2, N=3, neutron states.
1 j fnz 1 2 3
1 -0.99115 0.06638 0.03582
0 * 2 -0.01397 -0.95349 -0.29219
3 -0.01476 0.29401 . -0.95569
1 0.99751 0.00700 0.01015
1 ~ 2 0.02124 0.91896 -0.39317
3 0.06722 -0.39428 .-0.91653
1 0.99018 0.13115 0.04610
1 i 2 -0.09722 0.88913 -0.44120
3 0.10044 -0.43821 -0.89321
1 0.96717 0.25071 0.04161
2 2- 2 -0.20269 0.85973 -0.468812
3 0.15331 -0.44498 -0.88232
1 0.85313 -0.51771 0.05590
2 i 2 -0.45869 -0.69687 0.551332
3 0.24648 0.49633 0.83241
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Table XIV(c) C~(l,j) in 016, 0 =2.4 f2, N=;, proton states.
1 j
~
1 2 3
1 -0.99930 0.0303; 0.02195
0 i 2 -0.03585 -0.94413 -0.32761
3 -0.01078 0.32817 -0.94456
1 0.99735 0.05438 0.04825
1 2- 2 -0.02906 0.90657 -0.421052
; 0.06664 -0.41854 -0.90575
1 0.98444 0.17371 0.02658
1 3- 2 -0.14144 0.87295 -0.466862
; 0.10430 -0.45584 -0.8839;
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Table XIV(d) C:(l,j) in 016, ?f =2.4 r2, N-4, neutron states.
1 j
~
1 2 3 4
1 0.99797 0.04390 -0.04590 -0.00384
2 0.05988 -0.88696 0.45655 -0.035730 i 3 0.01434 0.40531 0.74397 -0.53106
4 -0.01606 -0.21702 -0.48576 -0.84657
1 -0.99737 -0.03407 0.05693 0.02918
2 -0.00858 -0.80350 -0.58976 -0.080561 l2 3 -0.07041 0.51904 -0.62740 -0.57620
4 0.01495 -0.28951 0.50529 -0.81280
1 -0.98758 -0.15273 0.00842 0.03581
2 0.10635 -0.74904 -0.64463 -0.109911 i 3 -0.11280 0.55790 -0.56503 -0.59729
4 0.02552 -0.32305 0.05149 -0.79364
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Table XV(a) C~(l, j) in ea40, r =3.75 f2-, Na2, neutron states.
1 j
~
1 2
1 0.99063 0.136570 t 2 0.13657 -0.99063 .
2-
1 0.98236 0.18698
1 2 2 0.18698 -0.98236
1 0.98517 0.171591 t
2 0.17159 -0.98517
2- 1 0.98183 0.189742 2 2 0.18974 -0.98183
.i
1 0.99489 0.10093
2
2 2 0.10093 -0.99489
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Table XV(b) ~(l,j) in ea40, 0' =3.75 f2, N=3, neutron states.
1 j
~
1 2 3
1 0.97731 0.21122 0.01511
0 i 2 0.20928 -0.95158 -0.22517
3 0.03261 -0.22334 0.91419
1 0.96209 -0.26141 0.01116
1 .i 2 0.26410 0.96414 -0.026332
3 0.06809 -0.04586 -0.99662
1 0.96857 -0.22399 0.10814
1 i 2 0.23803 0.96087 -0.14165
3 0.07218 -0.16294 -0.98399
1 0.96151 -0.21140 0.16802
2 2 2 0.25282 0.93947 -0.231232
; 0.10759 -0.26481 -0.95828
1 -0.98634 0.06206 0.15259
2 .l 2 -0.11217 -0.92961 -0.350862
3 -0.12007 0.36327 -0.92391
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Table XVI(a) s-state radia.l funotions for 016, ~ =2.4 f2, N=3,
neutron and proton states.
r neutron states proton states
(f) 1sJ. 2Sl 1Sl 2sJ.
2- 2- 2. 2-
0.2 -0.169520 -0.107541 -0.162863 -0.104108
0.4 -0.329483 -0.206018 -0.316993 -0.200367
0.6 -0.471234 -0.281121 -0.454446 -0.281210
0.8 -0.587802 -0.343237 -0.568754 -0.339714
1.0 -0.674467 -0.368616 -0.655433 -0.310064
1.2 -0.729041 -0.359624 -0.112245 -0.368116
1.4 -0.751857 -0.315270 -0.739211 -0.331965
1.6 -0.745482 -0.237487 -0.138380 -0.262402
1.8 -0~714221 -0.131123 -0.713424 -0.163117
2.0 -0.663498 -0.003606 -0.669111 -0.040560
2.2 -0.599214 0.135726 -0.610138 0.096574
2.4 -0.521149 0.216568 -0.543614 0.238212
2.6 -0.452494 0.408120 -0.472611 0.373968
2.8 -0.379522 0.523145 -0.401886 0.494277
3.0 -0.311435 0.612853 -0.334650 0.591388
3.2 -0.250339 0.613481 -0.213114 0.660081
3.4 -0.197351 0.103539 -0.218816 0.698052
3.6 -0.152763 0.704206 -0.172153 0.705804
3.8 -0.116248 0.678941 -0.133146 0.686322
4.0 -0.081072 0.632788 -0.101318 0.644404
4.2 -0.064215 0.571638 -0.015916 0.585903
4.4 -0.046818 0.501516 -0.056051 0.516976
4.6 -0.033689 0.427916 -0.040801 0.443422
4.8 -0.023974 0.355681 -0.029310 0.370206
5.0 -0.016887 0.288167 -0.020181 0.301115
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Table XVI(b) p-state radial fmlctions for 016, a"=2.4 f2, N=3,
neutron and proton states.
r neutron states proton states
(r) 1Pl 1pl 1p!. 1p.!
1- ~ ~ ~
0.2 0.018861 0.016881 0.017701 0.015891
0.4 0.073204 0.065537 0.068769 0~O61735
0.6 0.156655 0.140331 0.147407 0.132338
0.8 0.259673 0.232863 0.244922 0.219961
1.0 0.370960 0.333255 0.350991 0.315505
1.2 0.479042 0.431579 0.455079 0.409816
1.4 0.573762 0.519157 0.547780 0.494879
1.6 0.647419 0.589528 0.621841 0.564687
1.8 0.695430 0.638941 0.672798 0.615683
2.0 0.716445 0.666364 0.699034 0.646750
2.2 0.711988 0.673072 0~701546 0.658835
2.4 0.685755 0.661980 0.683307 0.654333
2.6 0.642742 0.636868 0.648519 0.636402
2.8 0.588382 0.601680 0.601864 0.608347
3.0 0.527819 0.559992 0.547871 0.573160
3.2 0.465415 0.514697 0.490475 0.533281
3.4 0.404485 0.467921 0.432786 0.490537
3.6 0.341267 0.421089 0.377041 0.446229
3.8 0.295040 0.375106 0.324686 0.401291
4.0 0.248338 0.330546 0.276538 0.356456
4.2 0.207119 0.287831 0.232964 0.312391
4.4 0.171282 0.247337 0.194042 0.269761
4.6 0.140229 0.209450 0.159681 0.229244
4.8 0.113567 0.114551 0.129702 0.191490
5.0 0.090863 0.142985 0.103875 0.157069
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Table XVI(c) d-state radial functions for 016, y =2.4 f2, N=3,
neutron sta.tes.
r (r) 1d,!sta.te 1d- statez 'i
0.2 0.001351 0.000911
0.4 0.010472 0.007030
0.6 0.033531 0.022364
0.8 0.073872 0.048853
1.0 0.131430 0.086070
1.2 0.202901 0.131554
1.4 0.282573 0.181634
1.6 0.363571 0.232486
1.8 0.439203 0.281100
2.0 0.504081 0.325887
2.2 0.554812 0.366784
2.4 0.590155 0.404975
2.6 0.610721 0.441682
2.8 0.618360 0.478365
3.0 0.615451 0.515089
3.2 0.604272 0.550709
3.4 0.586603 0.582864
3.6 0.563580 0.608413
3.8 0.535789 0.624085
4.0 0.503504 0.627264
4.2 0.466967 0.616043
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Table XVII(a) 1s, 1p -state2radial funotions for ea
40,
(f=3.75 f , N=3, neutron states.
r (r) 1s.!. 1p~ 1p.!.:&. 2- :L
0.2 0.141489 0.014206 0.013962
0.4 0.216881 0.055594 0.054645
0.6 0.400503 0.120596 0.118559
0.8 0.501487 0.203683 0.200297
1.0 0.594081 0.297932 0.293088
1.2 0.657853 0.395114 0.389474
1.4 0.697784 0.489437 0.482031
1.6 0.714238 0.572230 0.564042
1.8 0.708828 0.638522 0.630057
2.0 0.684193 0.684437 0.616283
2.2 0.643714 0.107995 0.100771
2.4 0.591205 0.109098 0.703405
2.6 0.530604 0.689335 0.685710
2.8 0.465697 0.651646 0.650516
3.0 0.399890 0.599896 0.601550
3.2 0.336050 0.538415 0.542990
3.4 0.276408 0.471571 0.479041
3.6 0.222528 0.403397 0.413585
3.8 0.175342 0.337320 0.349918
4.0 0.133521 0.275991 0.290587
4.2 0.102044 0.221225 0.237334
4.4 0.075381 0.174027 0.191130
4.6 0.054537 0.134688 0.152264
4.8 0.038693 0.102929 0.120486
5.0 0.026989 0.078062 . 0.095160
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Table XVII(b) 28, 1d -state2radial functions for ea.
40,
6-'=3.75f , N=3, neutron states.
r (r) 1ds- 2s..L 1ds
i :z. i:
0.2 0.001059 -0.138340 -0.000936
0.4 0.008288 -0.264043 -0.007327
0.6 0.026919 -0.365691 -0.023868
0.8 0.060792 -0.434161 -0.053836
1.0 0.111239 -0.463449 -0.098651
1.2 0.171411 -0.451142 -0.151687
1.4 0.256419 -0.398509 -0.228317
1.6 0.343156 -0.310213 -0.306573
1.8 0.431592 -0.193690 -0.381091
2.0 0.515218 -0.058291 -0.464314
2.2 0.581889 0.085672 -0.533156
2.4 0.644513 0.227979 -0.589042
2.6 0.681557 0.359343 -0.628931
2.8 0.697323 0.472146 -0.651245
3.0 0.691982 0.560916 -0.655949
3.2 0.667385 0.622534 -0.644381
3.4 0.626698 0.656204 -0.618975
3.6 0.513943 0.663200 -0.582818
3.8 0.513498 0.646470 -0.539302
4.0 0.449636 0.610135 -0.491727
4.2 0.386150 0.558915 -0.443013
4.4 0.326092 0.497941 -0.395501
4.6 0.271643 0.431737 -0.350871
4.8 0.224093 o. ;64511 -0.310135
5.0 0.183928 0.299652 -0.273125
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Table XVIII Total and charge density in 016, a =2.4 r2, N-3.
r (r) ~OT
(r-3) fc (£-3)
0.0 0.22401 0.10747
0.2 0.22734 0.10903
0.4 0.23607 0.11315
0.6 0.24683 0.11826
0.8 0.25525 0.12231
1.0 0.25131 0.12343
1.2 0.25041 0.12041
1.4 0.23424 0.11299
1.6 0.21007 0.10180
1.8 0.18072 0.08809
2.0 0.14931 0.07334
2.2 0.11895 0.05891
2.4 0.09157 0.04580
2.6 0.06842 0.03460
2.8 0.04983 0.02550
3.0 0.03552 0.01841
3.2 0.02488 0.01306
3.4 0.01718 0.00913
3.6 0.01173 0.00630
3.8 0.00791 0.00429
4.0 0.00528 0.00289
4.2 0.00347 0.00191
4.4 0.00225 0.00124
4.6 0.00143 0.00079
4.8 0.00088 0.00049
5.0 0.00053 0.00030
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!!ableXIX Particle density in Ca40, }{=3.75 £2, N=3.
r (r) f (£-3)
0.0 0.31869
0.2 0.31640
0.4 0.31008
0.6 0.30115
0.8 0.29146
1.0 0.28257
1.2 0.27529
1.4 0.26938
1.6 0.26368
1.8 0.25650
2.0 0.24617
2.2 0.23154
2.4 0.21232
2.6 0.18910
2.8 0.16318
3.0 0.13628
3.2 0.11010
3.4 0.08607
3.6 0.06517
3.8 0.04787
4.0 0.03417
4.2 0.02376
4.4 0.01615
4.6 0.01078
4.8 0.00709
5.0 0.00462
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Table XX BInsand charge radius (in ferms) for 016 and Ca40,
comparison with other calculations and data.
~
016 ea40Source
type
~s charge 2.420
work total 2.380 2.96
!Ihi.s work charge 2.374
ldth
c.m. correction total 2.338
BLR19
charge 2.41 2.91
total 2.40 2.88
Masterson charge 3.00
and
Lockett24 total 2.99
Golclhammer21 total 2.33
data31 charge 2.64 3.52
-80-
~
1 2 3 4
2.0 2.121 2.241 2.291
2.2 2.183 2.217 2.320 2.354
2.4 2.324 2.320 2.341 2.367
2.5 2.372 2.343 2.348
2.6 2.419 2.359 2.364 2.374
2.8 2.510 2.400 2.386
3.0 2.598 2.435 2.398 2.383
Table XXII Total and charge radius (in femis) in 016,
"t =2.4 ~.
Total rms Charge Wi th c.m. correotionN
radius radius Total Charge
1 2.324 2.324 2.324 2.324
2 2.348 2.374 2.299 2.328
3 2.380 2.420 2.338 2.314
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Table XXIII(a) (nl LA. (l,j)1 n t) for 016, 0 =2.4 £2, N=3,
neutron states.
1 jR 1 2 3
1 -61.3973
0 i 2 -15.0465 -21.4860
3 -2.0193 -9.7324 -9.8083
1 -40.9067
1 ~ 2 -15.5158 -17.3421
3 -4.8791 .8.9427 -8.2137
1 -30.3917
1 i 2 -11.7812 -11.6633
3 -4.5918 -6.1106 -4.3022
1 -26.3558
2 2- 2 -12.4269 -13.65672
3 -5.0149 -7.9060 -7.1496
1 -13.0162
2 ~ 2 -5.6290 -4.5284
3 -2.7911 -2.3890 -0.6170
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Table XXIII(b) (nl U(l,j)ln') for 016, (f=2.4 f2, N=3,
proton states.
1 j
~
1 2 3
1 -54.6858
0 i 2 -12.6163 -17.0827
3 -1.2585 -8.2940 -6.3474
1 -36.0249
1 i 2 -13.4789 -13.37762
3 -3.9214 -7.5635 -5.1277
1 -26.5489
1 i 2 -10.2885 -8.2244
3 -3.8373 -5.1015 -1.5717
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Table XXIV (n' U(l,j)lnl) for ea40, ~ =3.75 £2., N=;,
neutron sta tee.
1 j
~
1 2 3
1 -77.3000
0 i 2 -18.8462 -33.8824
3 -1.4897 -18.2824 -19.9448
1 -55.3419
1 2- 2 -20.9140 -25.80112
3 -4.5515 -15.0318 -15.7591
1 -46.2639
1 i 2 -18.4605 -21.2912
3 -4.8797 -12.7248 -12.4117
1 -37.6198
2 .2 2 -18.8733 -20.86672
3 -6.5238 -13.0592 -13.0245
1 -26.0304
2 2- 2 -13.9977 -14.18612
3 -5.8557 -9.3177 -8.2181
X 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
3.5 -0.0883
4.0 -0.1404 -0.2231
4.5 -0.1277 -0.2028 -0.1844
5.0 -0.0872 -0.1385 -0.1260 -0.0860
5.5 -0.0483 -0.0768 -0.0698 -0.0477 -0.0264
6.0 -0.0225 -0.0358 -0.0325 -0.0222 -0.0123 -0.0057
6.5 -0.0090 -0.0143 -0.0130 -0.0089 -0.0049 -0.0023 -0.0009
7.0 -0.0031 -0.0049 -0.0045 -0.0031 -0.0017 -o.ooos -0.0003
7.5 -0.0009 -0.0015 -0.0013 -0.0009 -0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0001
x 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
0.0 -11.162
0.5 -9.155 -7.508
1.0 -4.448 -3.648 -1.772
1.5 0.109 0.0895 0.0435 -0.0011
2.0 2.336 1~916 0.9307 -0.0228 -0.4888
2.5 2.015 1.653 0.8029 -0.0197 .0.4217 -0.3638
3.0 0.4280 0.3510 0.1705 -0.0042 -0.0395 -0.0773 -0.0164
3.5 -0.9931 -0.8145 -0.3957 0.0097 0.2078 0.1793 0.0381
4.0 -1.578 -1.294 -0.6288 0.0154 0.3302 0.2849 0.0605
4.5 -1.435 -1.177 -0.5717 0.0140 0.3002 0.2590 0.0550
5.0 -0.9799 -0.8037 -0.3904 0.0096 0.2050 0.1769 0.0376
5.5 -0.5433 -0.4455 -0.2165 0.0053 0.1137 0.0981 0.0208
6.0 -0.2531 -0.2076 -0.1009 0.0025 0.0530 0.0457 0.0097
6.5 -0.1010 -0.0829 -0.0402 0.0010 0.0211 0.0182 0.0039
7.0 -0.0349 -0.0287 -0.0139 0.0003 0.0073 0.0063 0.0013
7.5 -0.0106 -0.0081 -0.0042 0.0001 0.0022 0.0019 0.0004
-
Table XXV.(a.)
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Effective potentia.l UJJ(r,r') for 016, )f a2.4 £2, N=3,
1=0, j=i, neutron states.
Table XXV(b)
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Effective potential U1j(r,r') for 016, )'=2.4 r2, N=;,
1=1,j=3/2, neutron states.
x 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 ;.0
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0 -1.150
1.0 0.0 -1.471 -1.882
1.5 0.0 -0.8683 -1.111 -0.6556
2.0 0.0 0.0364 0.0466 0.0275 -0.0011
2.5 0.0 0.5533 0.7079 0.4177 -0.0175 -0.1662
3.0 0.0 0~4771 0.6104 0.3602 -0.0151 -0.1295 -0.1979
3.5 0.0 0.0762 0.0975 0.0576 -0.0024 -0.0367 -0.0316
4.0 0.0 -0.2810 -0.3595 -0.2122 0.0089 0.1352 0.1166
4.5 0.0 -0.4171 -0.5337 -0.3150 0.0132 0.2007 0.1730
5.0 0.0 -0.;659 -0~4681 -0.276; 0.0116 0.1760 0.1518
5.5 0.0 -0.2414 -0.3088 -0.1822 0.0076 0.1161 0.1001
6.0 0.0 -0.1289 -0.1649 -0.0973 0.0041 0.0620 0.0535
6.5 0.0 -0.0576 -0.0731 -0.0435 0.0018 0.0277 0.0239
7.0 0.0 -0.0220 -0.0281 -0.0166 0.0007 0.0106 0.0091
7.5 0.0 -0.0072 -0.0093 -0.0055 0.0002 0.00;5 0.00;0
~
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
3.5 -0.0050
4.0 0.0186 -0.0687
4.5 0.0276 -0.1019 -0.151;
5.0 0.0242 -0.0894 -0.1327 -0.1164
5.5 0.0160 -0.0590 -0.0875 -0.0768 -0.0507
6.0 0.0085 -0.0315 -0.0467 -0.0410 -0.0270 -0.0144
6.5 O~O038 -0.0141 -0.0209 -0.018; -0.0121 -0.0065 -0.0029
7.0 0.0015 -0.0054 -0.0080 -0.0070 -0.oo~6 -0.0025 -0.0011
7.5 0.0005 -0~OO18 -0.0026 -0.002; -0.0015 -0.0008 -0.0004
Table XXV(c)
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) 16 2Effective potential lA,.tj(r,r' :for 0 , 3' =2.4 f , Na3,
1=1, j=i-, neutron states.
>z 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 .3.0
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0 .0.6023
1.0 0.0 -0.7706 -0.9860
1.5 0.0 -0.4580 -0.5819 -0.3434
2.0 0.0 0.0191 0.0244 0.0144 -0.0006
2.5 0.0 0.2898 0.3108 0.2188 -0.0091 -0.1394
;.0 0.0 0.2499 0.;197 0.1887 .0.0079 -0.1202 -0.1037;.5 0.0 0.0;99 0.0511 0.0;01 -0.0013 -0.0292 .0.0166
4.0 0.0 -0.1472 -0.1883 -0.1111 0.0047 0.0108 0.0611
4.5 0.0 -0.2185 -0.2795 -0.1650 0.0069 0.1051 0.0906
5.0 0.0 -0.1916 -0.2452 -0.1447 0.0061 0.0922 0.0195
5.5 0.0 -0.1264 -0.1617 -0.0955 0.0040 0.0608 0.0524
6.0 0.0 -0.0675 -0.0864 -0.0510 0.0021 0.0325 0.0280
6.5 0.0 -0.0302 -0.0;86 -0.0228 0.0010 0.0145 0.0125
7.0 0.0 -0.0115 -0.0147 -0.0081 0.0004 0.0055 0.0048
7.5 0.0 -0.0038 -0.0049 -0.0029 0.0001 0.0018 0.0016
~
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
3.5 -0.0026
4.0 0.0098 .0.0360
4.5 0.0145 -0.0534 .0.0792
5.0 0.0127 -0.0468 -0.0695 -0.0610
5.5 0.0084 -0.0309 -0.0459 -0.0402 -0.0264
6.0 0.0045 -0.0165 -0.0245 -0.0215 -0.0142 -0.0076
6.5 0.0020 -0.0074 -0.0109 -0.0096 -0.0063 -0.0034 -0.0015
7.0 0.0008 -0.0028 -0.0042 -0.00;7 -0.0024 -0.001; -0.0006
7.5 0.0002 -0.0009 -0.0014 -0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0004 -0.0002
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Table XXVI Sta.tic limit of the non-lacaJ. effeotive potential
for 016, ¥ =2.4 r2, N=3.
r V(rl ....CO) Woods-Saxon well*
(r) (~1ev) (Mev)
0.0 -146.98 -43.98
0.2 -145.41 -43.73
0.4 -140.81 -43.41
0.6 -133.49 -43.02
0.8 -123.92 -42.53
1.0 -112.68 -41.94
1.2 -100.43 -41.21
1.4 -87.79 -40.33.
1.6 -75.34 -39.28
1.8 -63.56 -38.03
2.0 ..-52.80 -36.57
2.2 -43.28 -34.88
2.4 -35.08 -;2.96
2.6 -28.19 -30.8;
2.8 -22.53 -28.51
3.0 -17.95 -26.04
;.2 -14.29 -23.48
3.4 -11.39 -20.90
;.6 -9.08 -18.35
;.8 -7.25 -15.92
4.0 -5.78 -13.64
4.2 -4.59 -11.55
4.4 -3.63 -9.69
4.6 -2.84 -8.06
4.8 -2.20 -6.65
5.0 -1.68 -5.45
5.2 -1.27 -4.44
5.4 -0.94 -3.60
5.6 -0.68 -2.91
5.8 -0.49 -2.34
6.0 -0.34 -1.88
* VO=-45Mev, 0( =1.15 £-1, 110=3.276f.
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Table XXVII Integrated effective potential VeeR) for 016, ¥ =2.4 £2, N=3.
R 1=0 term 1=1 term Ve~R). total
(r) (~Iev) (Mev) Mev)
0.0 -1410.18 2855.61 1385.43
0.2 -1418.17 2702.94 1284.17
0.4 -1273.22 2285.25 1012.03
0.6 -1064.88 1708.20 643.32
0.8 -831.86 1104.06 272.20
1.0 -610.72 587.25 -2;.47
1.2 -426.92 222.86 -204.06
1.4 -290.95 18.79 -272.16
1.6 -199.92 -60.12 -260.04
1.8 -142.88 -66.71 -209.59
2.0 -106.87 -47.93 -154.80
2.2 -81.43 -32.03 -113.46
2.4 -60.57 -27.65 -88.22
2.6 .-42.29 -31.01 -73.30
2.8 -26.90 -34.69 -61.60
3.0 -15.30 -33.74 -49.05
3.2 -7.83 -27.54 -35.36
3.4 -3.97 -18.50 -22.41
3.6 -2.64 -9.82 -12.46
;.8 -2.66 -3.65 -6.31
4.0 -3.06 -0.58 -3.64
4.2 -3.;0 0.04 -;.26
4.4 -;.19 -0.65 -;.84
4.6 -2.77 -1.64 -4.40
4.8 -2.19 -2.31 -4.50
5.0 -1.60 -2.50 -4.09
5.2 -1.08 -2.27 -3.35
5.4 -0.68 -1.82 -2.51
5.6 -0.41 -1. ;2 -1.73
5.8 -0.2; -D.88 -1.11
6.0 -0.12 -0.54 -0.66
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Bressel, Kerman, Lomonpotential.
Table XXVIII Compariaon of Fa and (r2) t for :BELand Tabaldn.
:BKL
r BKLwi th Taba.ki.n Tabakin
~ in S-states
(f2)
(r~)
1~>t
(Me')
<r2>1t Eb <r2)i
r) (r) (I'lev) (r)
2.4 147.05 ,.625 -18.04 2.485 -38.17 2.341
3.0 112.49 4.037 -;8.37 2.398
4.0 80.91 4.640
5.0 6;.33 5.171
Table XXIX
Table XXX
Single-particle energies }1i. th the :BKLpotential,
. ~=2.4 ~, N=3.
8.p •. energy
state neutrons
(11ev)
1s.! 4.383
z.
1Pl 10.380
1.
1pJ. 10.983
:L
2sJ. 27.288
1.
Effect of tensor and spin-orbit forces in the BKL potential.
case Eo c1't - Ep~7-
(Mev) (filev)
complete BKL 147.05 0.60318
no tensor 141.04 0.60672
no spin-orbi t 147.06 0.0
no quadratic 143.63 0.0
spin-orbit
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APPENDIX B
THE EXPANSION OF THE TWO-PARTICLE STATES h'•.J,J', "'.7". J ",,-'\oJ...'"" 'ta.>--
MOSHINSKY BRACKETS
Wehere derive the expansion (2.21) of the two-body
uncoupled states 1)1,"".'> = ' ...l,jl..1;)rt ...l..J~ ..... 1"..> In r-space, this
is merely the product wave function I'h(~)~(~) of particle 1
" ~, ;,M..
in an oscillator state with principal quantumnumber nl'
orbital angular momentum11 coupled with the spin i to give
jl' ml and in the i-spin state t", (t'. = +i for protons,
t; =-! for neutrons), and particle 2 in the oscillator state
n2, 12 with total angular momentumj2' m2 and i-spin Z-".
Wewish to express these in terms of states INL.M,,)I1a.JS3'M}TMT>
cR .. '" ... ,...".which, in r-space is a product wave function (R)~ (y) XT. 1.11.""'" )f.l~JM...
where the center of mass coordinate R is in an oscillator
state Nwith orbital angular momentumand z-component
L,MLand the relative coordinate r is in an oscillator state
n with orbital momentum1 coupled with the total spin S to
J,M and i-spins coupled to T,~.
Wefirst separate the orbital angular momentaand
spins:
Itt.-',J.~, 7:', JHt- "/ .. j~""L t'z.>
= ~~ (,i. t )},ct; Ii, Mfa) (..l" i ).1.. tI"... JJ•.""") JH,.i. \I. tI; Z',) Ht-./ ...v.. (1'... r~,>
".""'...
~en couple the orbital angular momenta, also the spins and i-spins I
-105-
-106-I ",.1, )1, cr; r,) "__.I...V..cr~ t L>
:: z::. (1, fa. ~, v'" I A..M) Ci t "i ,.~I S lets) (t t. t; Z'L/ TNt) Ih•./, ) " ..I..j A/i; S ~~j r kr>
).,M SN$
1" M'P
Wenowuse the Moshinsky transformation to go to relative
and center of mass coordinates.
Brody and Moshinsky23 define these coordinates as
-- '(tit ~) ~ '( -4 -' )r..- =n 1- r. ) R,.,. = r:£ t'; + r~. Then the state
where the <p".L~~) are three-dimensional harmonic oscillator
states (see eq. (2.9», can be expanded in terms of the
states
with the same total angular momentumA • This transformation
is written2) as:
(B.1)
The transformation coeffioients <lit') All.. j AI H,J,)rla../Lj A>, or
Moshinsky brackets, are independent of ~ , and have a number
of symmetry properties:
<M 1.) N L j A IVI, 1,J l1~.l ~ j A>
,--It
= <:-) <V\ ..i) N Lj A In .. -' Ie J H,.I, j A>
-= r-J-l.-A < tJ LJHlj A I fit, J,) JI7 ... -' .. j A>
~,+, ,::(-) <toll .. ) Ift.l j " I " .. .l ...J H • .I,j ,\>
I. Ja. ...L= \.-) <H, .1') " ...t..j A I ." ~ J N L j ).>
Also, sine e the transforma tioD is unitary, we have the
(B.2)
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orthogonality relation:
C< \it.lJ N L j A , .. / J,' J VI..'..I..' j A> < 'It -'J NL j A J tJ. ") 1fIa, .Ia..; ,\ >
",1 Nt..
= r(w,'lit,) 'f(.I/~) r (Hl.'H ...) A(A.;.L ....) (B.3 )
Since th e total energy must be the same on both sides of
(B.l), the bracket is zero unless 2nl+ll+2n2+l2 = 2n+l+2N+L.
Also, the angular momentum triangle rules must be satisfied:
11+12) A.). J 11-12 J, 1+L~ A.> Il-LI. Brody and Moshinsky
have given recursion relations for these and tabulate those
for 2ni+li ~ 6, i=1,2.
Thus, since this transformation has nothing to do with
spin and i-spin, we have:
IH, 1,) " .../.. j A~ j S IW~ j rM t >
= L... < ~..t) IJL. j A' 11I.1, ) VI .. J:&. j A> f ~.l) N L; A~ j s ~.s j T M.,.>
wi NI-
Now, separate the 1 and L
11'11) A/L.j A"M ; ~Ms j TMT>
:: Z. (1L ~.t MI- I A.M) J lit ..t ... .l J NL M&.. ISMs.J rMT >
~.l flit.
and, finally coup1"e1 and S:
Ih..t ....l) N L u".~.sMs) T HI' > :'L l.£.$ ~..t Ms l~M) l NL M"'J 11 LSJM) T 1-11'>
JM
Putting all this together, we have the required transformation:
=L
~ "..6, (/'..
iMT JM
&-1..l N l.
...."Ma.. M,$
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But, manyof the m-sumscan be done to contract these
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients into 6-j and 9-j symbols and bring
the result into the form of (2.21). To simplify subsequent
calculations we replace all the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
by 3-j symbols, whose symmetryproperties have a simpler
form. Since (p. 46 6f ref. 9):
, ,
( .. I · J, - J~ 1"*.1J, Ja.. .-.., ""a. J~ i1fa) = (-) ,,-z.-j-,J--t--J (J, j~ J.J))if, .",~ - fittJ .
(B.4) becomes: IVI, 1, j, ht,?, J n~ f to i...~...~'L~
~ -)",,+", ..-l-L-S+M~"'''''''UT •
= L- c:: [(~J/..I)(Zj~TI)(H+I)(2..7+I)("l..TTlil'
Weconsider only the first six .3-j symbols (those not involving
i-spin), together wi th the phase factor. From p. 127 of ref. 11,
we can combine th e first four into a 9-j symbol and two 3-j t s:
7(_)M~(J1 I, t )(j1. La. -i )("..1" ,l)(t t s )(~ L A )(1. S J J
L.-\ -.." '" ~ -"'a.)/1. ".~ '" \1~ -;II ~ tr~ -Irt.s ht.( II" -;It ht~ U.s-1o(
V.Va.61 ' ..
/J U.$ Nt"
71 [J" 11 tI '.')('AS) ( (. JJ Jc.£)~(7..' I) J I J) J~ J) J~ .t LA) A.-.s 3-= J J. .,.. ~ J • .,. ~... ,,/~ '1. \ -" - lit" ..,,) HtJ -;.Ie - At~ tIt.t U.."'.,II ... .l Ns -/-4~ ~.$"'" JJ. A 5
In the first line of this, a symmetry rule for the 3-j was
used. Noting that, because of the (J'. J~ j}) ,m
l
+m2=m-::l,t hr,-M1. tlrj .}
we make this replacement in the phase factor. Werearrange
the last three 3-j symbols, and the (_)MS:
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Now, ,IA =m1~' therefore r< -tm.l=2m.l~; 1 is an integer,
therefore 2m! is even and (-)~ -i1nl=(_)ML• Thus we are left
with
__ J-A+Mt.. f j~ 'J L} (jJ ;:r L )
- ~ ) L..l A s HfJ -It( -M'-
using eq. (6.2.8) of ref. 9. Substituting all this into
(B.6), we have:
lilt .1. j, ~, l",..1 vt .. ..l&.J~ Kt", ?-..>
_ )' (:-1""& -1- S - A .,. M... .,.M of-MT t j.J J.
- L- J [(1..j, +1) ('j ..TI)(2 .s-tt)(2.JT'}('l.. T+ln:a.
x (2.A+1) <'k.lJNLjAIH,l'J~~l ...i~> INLu&.JJf.L.s~M. TMT>. J
X (1..j~ +/) {L ;: ~}{J ~s 1 (~!1jJ)( j~ L : ) ( i t T )
j) ).. s A JJ L \ • MIL .... » l4I~ -#rI .. M r; l,-MT
Wehave again used some symmetry rules to get this into
the form of Eq. (2.21).
APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF V
(i) The Gen,er.a1Ca~e.!. Weuse the transformation (2.21);
< .1, ". IA~J' 't' ,; I~'" I'>M, ,J,"', r, ) t1~ ~~J ... Hla. OZ-... V H,,I, J, Jtf, 'r, ) )'J~ ..ca,. Ja. m.. 1'10
:.[ f:-)",~-t'm; -)..-).,1 +MI-+~': +M+M' ... MT +u.,.' -$ -S' +jJ+j,,'
x [( 1j,T/) (2.J, '-i- I) (2.j .. t I) (2.i.' +l)(U +1) (2. s'+') (lJi-I)(2.J'+1) (ZT+lj (ZT'+/)] f
X ('2.. Ai-I) (2~ 'ot I) <VI.l) N '-j A I ~ • .I,) 1I1",1&.j A> < 'VI '1~AlL-' j A'IH.'.J,'J n/ ;,/ jA'>
X (J'J LJ" )(J/ L' J')(J'/ j,- j))(J~1 i,,' jJ')(t t r )(t t 7')
L1fj ~,. -M ~~' -AI: -M' ....., ...Jtr1. ~ ~,..,,' -HI,! Jtt; r, l1. -HT ~ I r,,' -N;
X (1..J~-tI)(2-J~'-fI) If' ~I ~lfJJ:';~<~J [j)' L.' J'} ~j) L J'}
~ '&. ~ ,'I...r-a. '4 .£' s' A' l....l S AJ~ '\'.s J / A'S'
>< <NLM&.) ",lSJM;rMT I ;V-1IJ'L' M,..'J .",1.'/' j'.J'M'J rIM!>
So, all we need is:
(C.1)
~ ~,
Wedo the R and R integrals immediately:
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~ 4>" (n it) f(f(-R') cp, ({i:~/) ~it A it'
NI..t4" Nt.! u~
= ~tt-.'II l...fi. it)'+' ((r ft) J. (a i'i) :: t eN H') d(Ll..') d(N.M[)
'Y,.,L.MI.. ~'L.l~: t'"l. ill.
Then,
(c.. 2)
d(NN')r{L ..~')r(N,U"') tt'" (~)
2!h.. <TMTIJ cp (iJ Ar(~ It") ~ Vi: "~.,{~'l riM'>
h.l $JN, ,,'.J'.s',r'M' T
In most situations, /Ir(rl~') conserves total angular momentum,
pari ty, and total i-spin (the latter is not true for the
Coulombforce, which will be treated separately later).
Thus we must also have d -functions in J, M, T, MTin
(0.2). Also, because of the Pauli principle (see below),
l+s+T= odd and L'+S'+T=.odd, whereas l+l'=even, because of
conservation of parity. Then, S+S'= even and, since S, S'= 0,
or 1, we must have S=S. Thus:
-= "f( AlN')d(L..L.') J"(~A(L.') f (\1"3') f( 1oA~' ) fC,'t? fCNTN/ ) T (sSf)
;r~s
)( ~"I..l../ I
Ce.3 )
where
=~ <n"Tl (<p* (£) N"(~rr/)<p, I (~/),{i'..(t'TM,->J MJ.$"N ~ '.J .sJ/W'C
( ) , ,t , , , ,Wesubstitute this into e.l and sum on N ,L ,ML,J ,M ,T ,MT
and S', using the r -functions. Then, we use the'ortho-
gonali~ relation on the 3-j symbo19:
(e.4)
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and sum on M, ML•
Finally, (C.l) becomes:
• • '){'" I ')( J. j ) (.J J )J J J l. J) J, J ~ J.) l- 1. T 1. l.. T
X (- "', -lOt.. lotl - "',' - ....' l'>f~ "l', 1".. - f'A. 7';, "t,.'-M.
Now, we calculate the exchange term:
The only changes are in the second Moshinsky bracket and in
the 3-j and 9-j symbols involving primed quantities:
using the symmetry rules. Thus, the exchange term is the, ,
same as the direct, except for the phase factor _(_)L+ll+l2+T+S.
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, , t tNow, 2N+2n+L+1=2n1+2n2+11+12 because of the Moshinsky bracket.
, t t ,L+1 1 +1 L+1.~+1. 1Therefore, (-) =(-) 1 2, or (-) 1 2=(-). Thus:
<H,.1, J'I ...., r, ) 11,- .J '- }~ ""' ....l'L I 4 A I H,'1,'i,~,' 'l/) "<$,' ..(,,' j ...'Jift,,-' l'..'>
- yo ( ( t~.s+ "rJ A+ A I-L L - -) (-) [('l.Jr+J) (l,Jz. -t-I)(2,j/+I)(1..}z.'-4-I)] (2Si-I)(Ui-t)('l..r+i)
)(F,.::;~'(7.. A +1) ('Z,).I-t i) '<lIt.t) NLj A/h, 11)11"/~j A> <~'.t~NLj ).'l H,~~ .,.'~ 'j A'>( c.6 )
')((1,J -tl)[J'~.' ~l{j';;"'!t{J, L.Tl f j,3 L 0-1 (j, Jl.o jj )(i,' j ..' j~)(t t. T Xiii, T)
~ · LA....; • J, 1-. £,. .,( .s A 1 \..t (s A I ) ~, -It, Ht~ t~,1 --.' HI, 1',r..-~T l", l'.. -~T
h. J J~ ~' 5
We see that the antisymmetrization ensures that the Pauli
principle, l+S+T= odd, is obeyed by the two-body states.
t t' ,Now, set j2=j2 (and hence 12=12, since 12~j2fi and 12,12
tmust have the same plrity), m2=m2, and sum on m2, Z""'&, •
Then the 3-j symbols are summed out, using the orthogonality
(0.4), and we get:
r < "l I ~'"" '...v: I ,... , A ['" , " , , IL- "', .) ......, l',) H'L.~JL "":a. "l.' "" r" ...c:'~"". l', J J1... ..-{~ .ft- m.! l'~>
.... 1. Z'"
r- ~+ ~ '= 0 (J,J,') [(Ut,Hf.') f (Z', l',') r(~.f,') (2jz. +1) l.. t(f _(_f+.s+r) (-)
~T.s
x('Z...st"l)tlJ'tI)('2..T+I)~H'.I./' (-Z.,{-tl) (7,J.I+I) <lAlJNLJ ~ I H,.J, J fh.l...; A.> (c.?)
, [i,I, t 1f: i, ..f, 1.. ] [ , j'x <VI 'L~ NL) A 'I ",'-", ) H ..' .II.j J '> l1..JJ +1) J:L,(" f ~J.. .IL t 1.sL [ [J,~[ }
JJ,tls J),l's
Because of the J"f./,J:') and the fact that the parity of ll,l~
must be the same*, we must also have a d (.1, .I, ') , as shown.
fore,
Add:
1+1'
~Because of the Moshinsky brackets: 2n,+2n2+1,+12=2n+2N+1+L
I I I , ,2~1+2n2+11+12=2n +2N+1+L
t ') '(' ) t2(n1+n1+02+n2+12 +11+11=2 n+n +2N+L +1+1
is even, because the two-body force conserves parity, There-
, t11+11 is even, i.e.: 11,11 have the same parity.
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3'T,s
It remains to calculate the radial integrals F""'.J.{I
These are specific to the potential. We will show the cal-
culation of these for the Tabakin and Bressel-Kerman-Lomon
potentials, and also for the "potential" for the center of
mass effect and the Coulomb potential, which needs special
care because i-spin is not conserved.
(il) Tabakin'l! Potential. As defined in (1.7),
Therefore,
(C.9)
where
•
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Thus, replace f by t in R 1 (or Mby iM), and then:
2.. n
,.
7TS r;::- ( 'V :rT.s
Similarly, Hh.t = 'Jj ) R~..t (r) h.,t. (Y) yd f'
o
We transform these integrals to k-space.
(C.lOa)
(C.10b)
Since,
,.
~ i,La r) J,La/,,')4..~.I.. =
o
we can invert (1.9) to give:
) (C.11 )
Similarly, we invert (2.27):
tf}I1"O
Rl1 f. (1') = ~ r ~ J.L (-iI'') Kk.t lJ..).Ie. ~ ~
o
and substitute both these in (C.10)
:r.,..s ()!. (; {.... (00 , I I 1/ .::n-s
b-'H. =: Jf t ..J .J..J1.. J ./.., .../..£: J y .., r J.t (4") ~ (.L rJ n ....c U..) '1.t (J,')
o 0 0
Wedo the integral on r using (C.ll), then the integral on k'
is trivial.
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(e.l2 )
It remains to do the integral (2.27) and determins K
n1
(k).
Put y=r/1'(2, ,xy.:kr, then x=J2ik. Then we have
Using the Hankel transformation on p. 137 in Magnus and
Oberhettinger34, we obtain:
(e.l3 )
(iii) Br.!s~e1-KeDUSP-Lom.Q.n_(BKL)_Pot!!.ntia1~ According
to (1.3) and (1.4), the BKLpotential has the form of a sum
of terms, each of which is the product of an i-spin operator,
an angular momentum operator, and a function of r only:
v (ot) = Z. O'c' OJ" Vt, (..-)
c: )
(L' = Co,) ,.; L.s.J LL)
;T7S
Therefore, the matrix element P",,'.t.l' separates in the same
manner:
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=L <I~T I Or,. ITNT><,t.s,J"M J 0=r,.l t.'5~M><n.lIV,.(y)\~I.l'> (C.14)
"
Where:
~
<~.lIv','(r")"1'..(I> .:: ~ RN~ (r) V,, (yJ R"'.tl (I") it'
o
Only two types of i-spin operators occur. For the 13
and LL tems, it is just 1: <rMTI1/r'MT'>=- OTT' dNT~1
O 4~For the central and tensor terms, T,' :. (li" ~1.) Now
The angular momentumoperators are different for all four
tenns in (1.3). For the central force OJ"c..:: (~,~). This
goes exactly like the (f1 ,,~.,.,) • And
<~SJ"M 1(.t,.at'Io)I-l'S'3'M'> :: [-z..S(S+IJ-3]<...tSJM/..t'SiJ'M'>
= [Z.S(s-t-1) -~] d;~, ;SS' rJ"~' rMM,
3 (a; .r)(otto' t) ~ ~ ...a.
The tensor force is S,a. = yll. -~.ot, For 8=0, 8=i( e1i -t tra. )=0,
~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 1. t 1.therefore <T" =- ~ and S,1. = - .,..... (cr; .....) +(t" t1i =3, and
let; ·y)1.= (y "r) + ,-;., •(t>tr ) = r1. • Therefore S'z.=0. For 8=1, define
~ ~
<...tssM\S,z.I..t'sJ M> = a...t.t' • Since .s:2. connnuteswith J, this
is independent of M. Also, parity is conserved, therefore
either 1=1' orll-l'l =2, since l=J, J:!:l are the only allowed
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values of' 1. Therefore we can write:
and
(0.15 )
-1..(~+2.}=----'1...:r -t I
Take r in the z-direction, then 5u,,::'3di. <1"f.~ -~ .1• .::3da".. e1i., -, since
, J J. ,
and 5, ~"X, : (3 dj~ cr.-a-I) -y.;.J~{I)X.!"'Ct)::: 2.l',. Thus,
1. ~
5,.. 1;r: >: (31 Ol/J"I) J~~! S,\. 'l,' ;: (J"/ 01/31) J:g./ 'Z.. "X-,'.:: 'L 1;r~J
• :r.. an .: 2- 3
Similarly, to obtain the other ~l" we set M=Oand M=l
in the seconl equation of (0.15). Using the fact that
• '\/ I "'YO 0SI1..~' ': 2.. iV, ) S,1.. "", -.::-.of 1-, ,we obtain, for each t, two equations
s J"
in the two unknowns ~t'.1 J tl.J'-I.t.. These are solved to give:
'J ,
.]' -2. (.1'-,)
a.:T-.) J"-':: '2..J"T'
j == a J = bJ~(7"t"/)
tt3'-tI) j-, :1.') T-f( ----'1- :r of:- I
The 18 operator can be obtained from the relation:
and,
<.L.s JM 1 (t.1) )1's' J'" M'> ::d.t.1' d's 5' fJ'"J1 J..,.., t [:r(j-t t) -1(1+1) -$ (s +ID
The LL operator is L,. = {r..(J" ~ (~ ...~~)Jr..'I.-(L'SJ~ There!'ore,
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where
b..t SJ' ~ 1d.tJ T z.~ (s +9 -31-e(1 + I) - ~ [J'(j-tl) -..it.! 't' I) - S (s +t}J 2-
Putting all this together, we have
J"T.s L (c:) 'T) ~]F Ii ' = (1..T(T-td -3) P I ~C'l..S(Sfl)-3) J;..t' -to F, I a~~ .t .,...~ Htt ~~ .1..1' (c .16 )
3'
~.JI=O, for 3=0,
(T) ~
F~",..t.l' =A (;.T ~ R14..t (r') 2 (~) [I + aT Y (.Ie) T b T Y 2.{X)] Rk,..t' (r) .tf yo
t'" V $,1 r,
;. (2.. Tcr:t> _~) \ R ...~ (r-) R .. ,~, (y) ~ .....
o
(LoS) (00 ~' S T (y~
F I =/-<(;.I-S) R..L(Y)Y ()()[I+&l-sy()()lR"".t(r')~r" +V' ~ Ri4..1(~JR",~{Y}lJ'
...... .L W'"Co ~ '-j "
-(1.l..j C fIII'O ~ ('X) ~
~"'.L ::"M (; I-L. Jre, Rk.t (v) X ~ [J + t{J.. .. Yex) + bJ..L. y ex)] Rh/,t> (r) 'r
S,7' S rc+ VL.I- R ...t (r-J R"'-l Cre) -eft'o
Here, just as in the case of the Tabakin potential, the
radius parameter p in the oscillator function Rnl is 1f:f
because of the difference between Moshinsky's relative
coordinate and ours.
(iv) Tho!QoylombFo!:c!.. In this case, i-spin is not
conserved and we must be a little more careful. Angular
momentumis still conserved:
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(e.17 )
= L (f {Z', 1\.1 TM.)({ {r-/r ...'IT'Mt')<l",z-c,I(I+1){I))(l+1',(2J)1 r:r:>
~ r"l','r,,'
= l (t. t. ", l'~ i r Mr ) ( {. t 1:', 1\. I T tM r' ) ( iT "ll't ) ( I ~ z Z\.J
7:',"/1.-
since \ l"", "1.> is an eigenstate oi ~(I) with eigenvalue 2. ~ and
of rJ, ('2.) with eigenvalue 2. t-'I.. • NowJ ~= ~ + t'1. =MT J th eref'ore ,
there is a factor EMfM!. The only case that can contribute
to this sumis ~= l'-:a.=*i, all other terms must be zero be-
cause oi the ((-t'Z.l'()(/-ttl'd factor which is zero if ei ther l-,
or '1. is -i. If Z; = Z"" =+!, then Mr+l and T=T'=l, and the
two Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are both +1. Thus:
(e.18 )
In obtaining (0.7), the sums on ~ ~&.(andMT)were done.
The sum on m2 can be done as beiore. If we assume fJ ,(.i~J,-)
/11&.11 ~
independent of' t 1. in (2.33), we can also sum on t-J.. Thus
we have:
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'5' < ' I , • I (~o,. i)C- ~'..(/J, ~I r-, ) l11,...<z.J\. Mt,- l\. /1.1A J"'.I 'J' 'u..11\ I H ,,/ ')' '.,Ir 'I'>~...r. ' , , r.., " J a. "., ... a.
(C.19 )
after putting in the 3-j symbol ( 1 J I)'to \- _t t -I - -I-"3
The integral is computednumerically.
(v) The Center of Mass Effect.--------------
(.eM) 2 p 1. '2.. ( C (M vJ )~ ii '- l..) 2.. { .J. S 1..)
... IlF' = AM = -p; liose. - ';j' T M r =;:; H.se -1 Y. r
<k.tSJ"MI NIJ$c.llll'..l'SSM> = -Ii'" ('2.J1-i-..l-i) ;"", d,L"t1
::.3/'1 (2..~ -t-..l- {) dtt"" f~..t I
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(see p. 785 of ref. 10).
either n=nt or ,n-n '( =1.
for ~ =n-l and (f =n-2:
The sum here is non-zero only if
tIf n=n , the sumhas two tems,
t t
If In-n I=1, say n)n , only the (j' =n-2 term contributes:
.L
[(l-t-.)! (11 -~)! .l~ r(~,-t t of :f)<~.ll y 1.1tI-( .1> :: Crt'" +.1 + t,) r(tI +.1~u (-2..~) (l-t-1.)! l! o! o! I!
Thus we have:
JTS,', F I (eMj
Hlot l...l..t
r (2.. .... + ..l- t) ) J.r ': /.1'l ",M ( At ......t 1- f ) ) I k ,- If ,: I ).M::"" '", (JfJ ., 'I
o ) Ilf '- It I > I
- ft.l,t (~l t (-l) I"')
(0.22)
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where (hlt(.()II1') is defined in equation (2.16).
It is clear that (H. I t{.(,}IH,') is the single-particle
kinetic energy required in eq. (2.l6), once the difference
betweenr and ~ is taken into consideration. Since rl is
the coordinate of particle 1, the mass to be used in Rnl is
M, not the reduced mass lM, as required for the relative
~
coordinate r.
APPENDIX D
DENSITY J RMS RADIUS J AND EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
(i) Den.s1t~.The density of particles in the nucleus
is given approximately by:
This is only approximate because of center of mass motion.
The integral in (D.l) should contain also the delta function
$(R),where R=Z ri/A, to fix the center of mass. However,
1,'
if the center of mass motion is small, the simpler expression
(D.l) is adequate. We shall make this assumption here. Sub-
stitution of the Slater determinant (2.2) for ':Yo in (D.l)
enables the integrations an the (A-l) coordinates to be done,
using the orthonormality of the ~. Then the density is
(D.2)
The last expression was obtained by using (2.8) and (2.13).
Using the fact that f;..;M' is diagonal in 1,j and independent
of m, ('-we can do the sums on m and "l- •
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The sum on , gives L C~~""XI) ::.l (.1) = 1... The sum on m is
7:' l. '" t"
Thus, the density is:
This density is normalized so that S f(Y} d;: -:=. A
(D.) }
, the
total number of particles in the nucleus. This is obvious
and there A terms in
the sum.
The charge density has the same form, except that in
{D.2} the sum is over proton states only, and, as a result,
in (D.4) 1...'rrfh"' C,{J) is replaced by '1;'lT f"H' (ljJ l'"::: +t)
(ii) .r~e~n_S.Q.Uar~RadiB.s"!,,
. S Ply) y1..ti.~ ,
<r1. >::. ( = A- ) fer'] y",f;
~. fCt') Jy
(D.5)
Ot#
:: -1- Z. ( 'l.i+ ,) .0,..." (.1i) i rr ~ R ...( ( r) R k '.t. (y) r l. J. r
2.77' it ..t.)., It I I • e
The integral here was done in Appendix C (C.20 and C.2l),
Therefore,
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But /) (1J')= ~ (Ij) then changing n-l to n in the sum of theI "''' -l I~-,,,
last term makes the last two terms equal, giving the mean
square radius as:
(D.6)
The r~ot mean square (rms) radius is J< y"l.>
The charge radius is the same as this except that t
is replaced by ~'r and f....,(.lj} l'"=+t.) is used for the density
matrix in (D.6).
(iii) Effectiv!t Potential. The oscillator matrix
elements of the effective single-particle potential U. are
obtained from (2.33) after several iterations have determined
a self-consistent density matrix p.,,,,, (,l j) • It is possible
to express lA in coordinate space by the equation:
After making the angular-momentumdecomposition:
• ~ I -y 'V r, ~...,' ..'\) , ~ JItf, -II AI v~' ~U ( y , r )= L- I\. J ( " UL J' (y) ~ ) ( v ) I\-J
6' 1,. 'I.lJ 'I .IJJ 'a,.-'d, l4t,r, A',1. , , a. I
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we have:
(D.S)
This is, in general~a non-local spin and i-spin dependent
potential.
It is usefUl to consider possible local equivalents
of this. One such possibility is the static approximation,
obtained by comp~ting the velocity dependent potential
U(r/p), corresponding to the non-local U (eq. 1.6), at p.O.
Then
after doing the angular integrals. tThe integral on r can
(D.IO)
(D.12 )
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The static potential (D.9) becomes:
However, this is not very representative o:f the ef:fective
potential, especially as it only involves the 11=0 potentials.
Perhaps a more representative local potential is that
obtained from writing U(~Jy')::Ve(t(~-t~'))f(p_p/J, and integrating
out the rune tion f.
V ( ~ ) z:. ~ u (~ I r ') J{r - r ')e R ::$,.....
t'- S,,';e
""" 1(-4 ...t) ~ ......~,Viriting R=2 r+r and f =r-r J we can use the Moshinsky
trans:formation, since in (D.?), the product of oscillator
(D.13 )
since Rn'l is real. Therefore,
1 1
*" -.., \), ..a,n /~/)
I'h ( Y) tP (.,. ) :: t-J / cp ( v) ~, ,s.. y
"YM,L, Y, w~t, y/ ",1, ')1, 111, ~,~'
=- f::J~,'l U,}i, i, -)/,' I A}I.) < ",.1 J r.lLj A I~,ll)VI:I,.} )..>
)( (.l L I-k.( M.. I A).l) <PNL.Sfi it) <ph.l"'}1:.) )
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uSing the Moshinsky transformation23• The spin and i-spin
sums give ~'6'.'. U(rlr') involves a sum on mI, this can now. ,
be done together with the sumon ~ using the orthogonality
rule (0.4):
L. (.1, t vI (1".1 J. ~. ) ( .1 I t \I, 'cr. J J'I~ I )hc,f;
::.l (-z.},-+.) (..(. t], )1 1, t i, ) .: d".v,'
1.. tT. \I, (1', -"', l"','<r, - .... ,F"'I' ,
Putting all this together, we have
Vt, (Ft) .:. 2. L (H,/ L{(.t,J',)IU,') ~~;:: (-))1. (~, }1, ~, ->J, I A~)
)(~ L hf.L ~'- I A,,«) < k .l. J NLj A I H,..i, J Hi.lt j A>
X <PNI.M ..Ui: it) ~ 4>.. .t .... ({J .(1
The ~ comes from the sum on 7',. In the first Clebsch-Gordon
coerrici ent, (.I, ~ I, - v, , A.~) I v, - V, ::::.;M
The angular integral is
, i.e.: ~ =0.
~
)c CPNI. oCVL it) {'fll' ~o Rho ( ~) ~ t'
Now (0 ~ 001 Ao) = (J~ A , and L (-)~ (1. V, .e -)), I AD):=' t-)'/' Y1..~,+, J'). 0
l','
and the integral on f has already been done in (D.IO),
except for a factor of 12. Finally:
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(D.14 )
APPENDIX E
THE OSCILLATOR EXPANSION
Wehave assumed that the single particle functions ral
can be expanded in arini te series of oscillator £'unctions
tP.,., (eq. 2.8). The problem o£ howgood such an expansion
is and howwell it converges must be investigated. The
oscillator functions, being bound in an infinitely deep well,
have quite a different shape than wave functions for a finite
well. In particular, they have much smaller tails, approaching
_p ~a. -41 ".e at r-+oe , whereas the finite well solutions go like e
at r.;>~. One indication of the convergence of the expansion
is provided by the dependence of EOon N. For 016, going
from N=3to N=4gives less than! Mevin EO. Also, the
coefficients c: (Ii) (Table XIV) decrease with N, the diagonal
one (n=a) being strongly daninant. It, was decided to carry
-..,.out a separate investigation of the expansion of an e -type
wave function in oscillator states.
The ~ctions Rnl(eq. 2.1) form a complete orthonormal
set on the interval (0, 00 ):
pO
~ R",.t C,,-) Rkl-t (r) dy::: dhkl
o (E.l)
Therefore, any function fai(r) on the mt.erTal (0, c:>IO ) can be
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expanded in a series of the R
n1
:
(E.2)
The C: are obtained by multiplying both sides of (E.2) by
Rn'l and integrating from 0 to 00, using (E.l):
(E.3)
The expansion (E.2) holds over the whole positive real line.
If only a segment of the real line is considered, O~N'~,
one mil#lt hope that the series (E.2) could be truncated at
some finite value n=N, so that the expansion is good over
this segmentwi thin some toleranc e.
N
fa.l (y) ~ Z C: R.,,l (r)
H = I )
Wechoose fa .((r) as the solutions for a Woods-Saxon
well ~th realistic parameters:
(E.5)
j
with VO=42.8 Mev, a=0.69 f_ R=1.3 A~=3.276 f. The f.,.( are
the radial solutions with this potential. Equation (E.3)
is used to obtain the coefficients C: and the oscillator
expansion (E.4) is evaluated and comparedwith f4..t over a
range of values of r. The results of this calculation for
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ls, lp and 25 states are shownin Tables XXXIto XXXIII.
It was found that the quality of fit was not too sensitive
to the oscillator parameter ~ ' for N~ 5, as long as it was
near the correct value. For the ls state, a better than
0.1%fit was obtained with N=5 over the range from 0 to
about twice the well radius R. For Ip and 2s states, the
fit was better than 1%over the same range and N=5. With
N=lO, the lp and 2s states were fit to better than 0.1%
and the ls state to 0.01%. The expansion coefficients C:
are, indeed, all small except the diagonal one (n=a), and
generally decrease (though not uniformly) as in-al increases.
It is likely that the fit with N~ 5 would be even
better if the C: were determined by a least-squares fit of
N .
ta~(r} to L C: I\..,(Y) over a given range of r, rather than
.... t
being calculated by the exact equation (E.3), which is
strictly true only if the infinite sum (E.2) and the entire
positive real line are used.
Table XXXI
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Expansion of a 18 wave function in oscillator states,
p =0.36 £-2.
n On n On n On n On
1 0.99279 6 -2.19( 10)-3 11 1.2(10)-4 16 _2.0(10)-6
2 -0.11648 7 1.62 (10)-3 12 -7.5(10)-5 17 -5.7(10)-6
3 0.01910 8 -1.8(10 )-4 13 2.9(10)-6 18 1.7(10)-6
4 -0.02042 9 4.2 (10)-4 14 _2.6(10)-6 19 5.0(10)-6
5 0.00:;98 10 -1.:;(10)-4 15 2.1(10)-6 20 1.1(10)-5
r exact fit wi. th Ha5 £it with Na10
solution
(f) 0
diff~ x103 ~ C~Rhl dirt. x105rls (r) L. C'" R~..t
II:' '" co ,
0.5 0.28736 0.28755 1.89 0.28734 -1.45
1.0 0.51810 0.51835 2.46 0.51811 0.88
1.5 0.65121 0.65107 -1.36 0.65121 -0.87
2.0 0.61255 0.67206 -4.81 0.67253 -1.13
2.5 0.59905 0.59903 -0.20 0.59904 -1.01
3.0 0.47140 0.47208 6.84 0.47142 2.49
3.5 Q.33512 0.33544 3.19 0.33512 -0.53
4.0 0.22096 0.22026 -7.07 0.22093 -2.95
4.5 0.13871 0.13794 -7.76 0.1;874 2.67
5.0 0.08463 0.08490 2.69 0.08465 1.89
5.5 0.05084 0.05194 10.9 0.05080 -3.86
6.0 0.030;0 0.0;110 8.0; 0.0;029 -0.91
s- 10
Z~aO.9999925, z.. c~ =1.000000
J1':, &1=,
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~ble XXXII Expansion of a 1p wave function in ~scillator states,
~ =0.3 f- •
n On n Dn n On n On
1 0.99606 6 -0.01062 11 8.8(10)-4 16 1.1(10)-4
2 -0.04732 7 0.00379 12 -3.4(10)-4 17 -4.6(10)-5
3 0.06480 8 -0.00291 13 2.5(10)-4 18 -6.9(10)-5
4 -0.03469 9 0.00203 14 6.3(10)-6 19 1.3(10)-5
5 0.00870 10 0.00090 15 -1.2(10)-4 20 6.0(10)-6
s
Z~=
., =/
0.999857,
10 2Zen =.,=/
0.9999981
r exact fit with N=5 fit with N=10
solution
(f) s '0
5,,,(.,-) Z. CI1 Rl1i
diff. x103 L C", R"R dirf. x104"=1 .,=,
0.5 0.06366 0.06512 1.46 0.06348 -1.83
1.0 0.22885 0.23210 3.25 0.22867 -1.75
1.5 0.42959 0.43113 1.53 0.42979 1.93
2.0 0.58909 0.58673 -2.35 0.58919 1.05
2.5 0.65465 0.65162 -3.03 0.65441 -2.42
;.0 0.62012 0.62087 0.75 0.62012 0.03
3.5 0.52002 0.52360 3.58 0.52026 2.43
4.0 0.40025 0.40170 1.45 0.40017 -0.89
4.5 0.29204 0.28950 -2.55 0.29184 -2.07
5.0 0.20690 0.20;49 -3.41 0.20704 1.34
5.5 0.14446 0.14398 -0.48 0.14464 1.18
6.0 0.10022 0.10;18 2.96 0.10008 -1.42
6.5 0.06937 0.07322 3.85 0.06919 -1.81
7.0 0.04799 0.04973 1.74 0.04811 1.21
7.5 0.03322 0.0;143 -1.78 0.03343 2.12
8.0 0.02300 0.01818 -4.83 0.02295 -0.53
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Table XXXIII ~ansion of a 2s wave function in2oscillator states,p =0.2 f- •
n On n ~
1 0.19917 6 -0.13015
2 -0.89033 7 0.09435
3 0.11960 8 -0.06521
4 -0.29694 9 0.04242
5 0.13231 10 -0.00802
r exact fit with N=10
solution
(r) 10
diff. x104f1S {r) L C", R.,.f..=,
0.5 -0.22144 -0.22112 3.22
1.0 -0.34417 -0.34399 1.82
1.5 -0.31618 -0.31634 -1.56
2.0 -0.15442 -0.15479 -3.68
2.5 0.06923 0.06908 -1.55
3.0 0.27157 0.27209 5.25
3.5 0.40266 0.40325 5.92
4.0 0.45893 0.45837 -5.79
4.5 0.46313 0.46204 -10.9
5.0 0.43968 0.44005 3.65
5.5 0.40486 0.40641 15.5
6.0 0.36722 0.36749 2.77
6.5 0.33061 0.32885 -17.5
7.0 0.29657 0.29519 -13.8
7.5 0.26557 0.26680 -12.3
8.0 0.23759 0.24020 26.1
8.5 0.21245 0.21305 5.82
9.0 0.18997 0.18716 -28.1
9.5 0.16985 0.16633 -35.3
10.0 0.15187 0.15184 -0.31
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